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This dissertation consists of three essays on behavioral and experimental economics.

Chapter 1 examines if a temporary affirmative action policy can improve representation of

women beyond the immediate scope of the policy in settings where employers hold biased be-

liefs about performance of women. I experimentally elicit employer beliefs and hiring choices

for worker performance in two experimental treatments: a control with no restriction on hir-

ing and a temporary affirmative action for women. I find that while hiring choices and beliefs

are biased against women in the control treatment, temporary affirmative action treatment

leads to improvement in representation of women even after the policy is lifted. Further,

employers who are most likely to discriminate against women show the fastest reduction in

gender bias in beliefs which in turn help explain their hiring choices. Chapter 2 presents a

comprehensive review of 317 papers in the experimental economics literature studying gen-

der differences in economic behavior to assess the empirical validity of the assertion than

women are more sensitive to changes in experimental conditions. We find that there does not

exist a discernible pattern with respect to whether men or women drive gender differences in

responsiveness. We further find that the female-sensitivity assertion gets selective positive

reinforcement in the literature which many in turn lead to over generalization of this claim.

Chapter 3 presents work from a study where we compare five populations commonly used

in experiments in economics and other social sciences: undergraduate students at a phys-

ical location (lab), and virtually over Zoom (V-lab), Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk),

Cloud Research approved MTurk workers (Cloud-R), and Prolific. Our results are threefold

- first, MTurk is dominated both in terms of noise as well as elasticity of response towards a

treatment intervention. Second, Prolific offers greater inferential power due to low cost and

low noise but has almost zero elasticity of response. And finally, Cloud-R exhibits a similar

elasticity of response to the lab samples, but the cheaper observations lead to substantially

high inferential power for a simple experiment such as ours.
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1.0 Can Temporary Affirmative Action Improve Representation?

If employers hold biased beliefs about a particular group, they may be less likely to hire

workers from this group, preventing them from learning and correcting their beliefs. This

paper explores whether temporary affirmative action can correct biased beliefs and in turn

improve representation even after the policy is lifted. I elicit employer hiring decisions and

beliefs about potential employee performance in two between-subject experimental treat-

ments: a control treatment without affirmative action and a temporary affirmative action

treatment. While beliefs and hiring are biased against women in the control treatment, I

find in the temporary affirmative action treatment that representation improves even af-

ter affirmative action is lifted. This increase is partially driven by employers’ beliefs about

performance. Further, employers who are most likely to discriminate against women show

the greatest reduction in gender bias in beliefs which in turn explain the shift in hiring

choices toward women. The results shed light on how temporary affirmative action policy

can alleviate self-perpetuating under-representation by correcting biased beliefs.

1.1 Introduction

Employers who hold biased beliefs against a group of workers are less likely to hire

candidates from that group [318, 311]. As employers only get feedback about performance of

workers they hire and not the entire pool of applicants, biased beliefs may be sustained due to

hiring decisions that limit belief updating. Thus, biased beliefs can trigger self-perpetuating

under-representation of the group of workers against whom the employers are biased [256].

External interventions such as affirmative action may help break this pattern. Increased

exposure can provide the employers an opportunity to correct biased beliefs and potentially

improve long term representation.

In this paper I study an environment where employers hold biased beliefs about the

performance of women. Within this environment, I explore if a temporary affirmative action
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quota leads to lasting improvement in the representation of women. I track the evolution of

beliefs about performance and ask if quotas reduce bias in beliefs after they have been lifted.

Finally, I study the extent to which beliefs about performance help explain the potential

changes in hiring.

Under-representation of women is a well-documented phenomenon. It is seen both in

horizontal as well as vertical segregation where women are underrepresented in stereotypical

male fields [47, 269, 322, 193, 257, 345] and in managerial positions [271, 314, 79]. This under-

representation of women could be due to a variety of reasons including, but not limited to,

discriminatory hiring practices.

The economics literature defines three distinct types of discrimination. Taste-based

discrimination [46] provides a model wherein employers’ prejudices or preferences affect

hiring choices. A model of statistical discrimination [5, 306, 26] instead predicts under-

representation only if a group is expected to have lower performance. In this model, dis-

crimination arises against a group of workers when their average performance is lower than

that of the other group(s). Scholars have recently formalized another model of discrimina-

tion - inaccurate statistical discrimination [172, 54]. This model also bases hiring choices on

expected performance but employers inaccurately believe one group to be better performers

than the other(s). Discrimination thus arises in this model against whom the employers

are biased. For example, if men and women are equally good at math, but an employer

inaccurately believes men to be better than women, then a woman worker will be less likely

to be hired for positions that require such skills.

While affirmative action mechanically improves representation irrespective of the nature

of underlying discrimination, it is of interest to explore whether we find a lasting improvement

in representation even after the policy is lifted. For example, if employers exhibit taste-based

discrimination against women, a mandated exposure to women under affirmative action may

reduce antipathy towards them and result in improved representation of women even when

affirmative action is lifted. However, note that the effect well could go in the opposite

direction with exposure increasing resentment towards women. If instead employers hold

biased beliefs against women and these impact hiring choices, then mandatory hiring of

women under affirmative action will provide additional feedback about women’s true relative

2



performance. Any resultant correction in beliefs can improve representation after the quota

is lifted.1

Using a series of three online experiments, I explore a setting with biased beliefs against

women and study dynamics of hiring choices and beliefs about performance to offer insight

into the potential effects of temporary affirmative action. An experimental setting is ideally

suited to answer the questions I pose due to three major challenges. Firstly, to study the

causal impact of temporary affirmative action on representation, there is need for random

assignment between hiring environments with no restrictions and a temporary affirmative

action policy for women. Secondly, to examine a setting with biased beliefs one needs to find

a task where there are no gender differences in actual performance but men are believed to

outperform women. And finally, in order to understand learning as a potential mechanism,

one needs a reliable measure of beliefs which is consistent overtime. My experiment is

carefully designed to overcome these analytical challenges.

Participants in the first experiment serve as workers and answer trivia questions from a

number of male-type trivia categories [113, 61, 112]. Experiment 2 elicits beliefs on gender

difference in performance of participants in the previous experiment. Of key interest here is

finding a trivia category where evaluators hold biased beliefs on the gender gap in perfor-

mance. The first two experiments identify sports as the trivia category where there are no

gender differences in average performance but where men are believed to outperform women.

Workers’ performance in the sports trivia quiz becomes the foundation for employer beliefs

and hiring decisions which are captured in the third experiment of the study.

Participants in the employer experiment are presented with four randomly selected re-

sumes of a gender-balanced set of workers from experiment 1. Employers’ beliefs are elicited

about expected performance of all presented worker resumes on the sport trivia quiz. They

are then asked to hire two out of this group of four workers. Finally, employers get feedback

about actual performance of both of their hired employees. Employers proceed with these

belief elicitations and hiring decisions for six rounds with different workers in each round,

allowing us to see how employer beliefs and hiring decisions update based on feedback. The

1A temporary affirmative action policy can also produce lasting effects under accurate statistical discrimi-
nation by creating economic incentives conducive for investment in skill enhancement by the underrepresented
group for a well-defined set of initial parametric conditions [111].
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experiment has two between-subject treatments: a control treatment in which there are no

restrictions on who the employers can hire; and a temporary affirmative action treatment.

In the temporary affirmative action treatment, the first three rounds have a quota policy for

women wherein at least one of the two hired employees must be a woman, and this policy is

subsequently removed in the last three rounds.

We find that without affirmative action, women are 13 percentage points less likely to be

hired than men and this gender gap in hiring persists and slightly worsens to 16 percentage

points in the last three rounds of the experiment. By design, affirmative action improves

representation of women while in effect, but we find that the positive effects of the policy

remain after it is lifted where women are now 6 percentage points less likely to be hired than

men in the last three rounds which is much smaller than the male advantage in the control

treatment. We find a positive and significant lasting effect of the temporary affirmative

action treatment on representation of women.

Next, we turn to beliefs about performance and find them to be statistically similar

across the two experimental treatments. The effect of increased exposure to women under

a temporary affirmative action treatment is however muted due to two factors - first, some

employers disregard information leading to noisy data, and second, change in beliefs depends

on initial gender bias in beliefs. Accounting for either of these factors reveals that beliefs

are changing in response to temporary affirmative action treatment. In the last case, there

are a number of employers in this sample who are less biased in their beliefs and less likely

to discriminate against women. For this subgroup of employers, quotas are not binding and

their exposure to women workers not limited. As a result, we can expect to see no differential

impact of the temporary affirmative action treatment on changes in beliefs and we indeed

find this to be the case.

On the other hand, we find that employers who are more biased and more likely to dis-

criminate against women exhibit a significant reduction in gender bias in beliefs due to a

temporary affirmative action treatment even when quotas are lifted. Within this subgroup

of employers we also find a positive and significant effect of the treatment on representation

of women. And further, this positive effect of the treatment on hiring of women is par-

tially explained by beliefs about performance. As such, this subgroup of employers who are

4



more biased and more likely to discriminate against women offers us the starkest possible

comparison to explore dynamics of inaccurate statistical discrimination under a temporary

affirmative action policy. The data from this study points to the possibility of reduction in

gender bias in beliefs due exposure under a temporary quota which can in turn lead to a

lasting improvement in representation of women.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 1.2 details the experiment design;

section 1.3 lays out the main hypothesis from the employer experiment; section 1.4 summa-

rizes the main results; and section 1.5 concludes and discusses the results within the context

of existing economics literature and policy perspectives.

1.2 Experiment Design

The study consists of three experiments. The first experiment, detailed in section 1.2.1,

collects performance data on trivia quizzes and demographic characteristics of participants.

The second experiment, detailed in section 1.2.2 elicits beliefs about performance of workers

with different demographic characteristics for different trivia categories. To construct a

setting with biased beliefs, these two experiments help identify a trivia quiz category where

men on average are perceived to be better performers than women without any actual gender

difference in performance. The third and the main experiment, detailed in section 1.2.3

explores employer beliefs and hiring choices over multiple rounds and randomly selected

workers from experiment 1.

An important note here is that a worker’s performance measure of interest is reduced to

a binary measure of success and failure. A worker is considered successful if their score in a

trivia category exceeds the median score within that category.2 For every belief elicitation,

performance is measured as the likelihood of a worker being successful in a particular trivia

category. This binarization is helpful in reducing the parameters in the belief elicitation

to a single probability measure while abstracting away from distributional concerns. All

experiments are programmed using Qualtrics and run on Prolific during the summer of

2The median score is 6 for business, 9 for sports and 7 for video games.
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2021.3

1.2.1 Experiment 1: Workers

The objective of this first experiment is to identify and collect performance data on a

real effort task for which there are no gender differences in the average likelihood of success

of men and women. The task here is a trivia quiz from three male-type trivia quiz categories:

sports, business, and video games. Previous literature shows trivia quizzes from male-type

categories can invoke biased beliefs resulting from stereotypes on account of the associated

domain types – male or female [113, 61, 112]. In this experiment, a gender balanced pool of

50 participants are given 5 minutes to work on 30 multiple choice questions, 10 from each

trivia category.4 Upon completion of the quiz, participants proceed to a demographic survey

that collects data on 12 personal attributes of participants which are used in subsequent

experiments to anonymously identify them.5 Participants are paid a $1.50 completion fee

along with $0.10 bonus payment for each correct answer on the quiz.6

We find that the magnitude of gender difference in performance is small and statistically

insignificant for trivia categories of sports and business. And while the gender difference

in performance is statistically insignificant for trivia category of video games as well, we

nonetheless eliminate it due to a relatively larger magnitude (see Appendix A for details).7

The next experiment proceeds with trivia categories of sports and business.8

3In a comparison study between physical laboratory, Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, Prolific, and the online
version of the laboratory - Prolific has been shown to be superior on the extensive margin for elicitations not
involving a social tension among participants due to its low noise and substantially lower cost of collecting
data [201].

4All questions appear on the same page and their order is randomized. Further, the order of options
within each question is randomized.

5Demographic survey includes attributes which are commonly found on resumes like age, years of school-
ing, employment status, gender, geographical location as deduced from the time zone of residence, whether
or not someone did any volunteer work in the past 5 years, number of languages they could speak, and some
arbitrary characteristics including height, whether or not they are registered voters in the United States,
whether or not they are smokers, whether they preferred cats or dogs, and what is the operating system of
their phones.

6Detailed instructions, sample trivia quiz questions and screenshots of the experiment can be found in
the online appendix: https://tinyurl.com/y34avc89

7Given the levels and standard deviations, the gender difference for video games is likely to become
statistically significant with a small increase in the sample size. A simple power calculation in STATA for a
test of means confirms this conjecture.

8The likelihood of success in business differed significantly by age, number of spoken languages, smoking
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1.2.2 Experiment 2: Evaluators

To understand how perceptions about likelihood of success change with demographic

characteristics for each trivia quiz category, a new set of participants on Prolific are recruited

as evaluators. Participants are recruited independently for evaluations related to the business

and sports trivia category quizzes. For these evaluations, the 12 demographic characteristics

are first divided in two groups. This generates 24 demographic groups as shown in Table

1. For example, a categorical variable like time zone of residence is divided in eastern vs.

not eastern while a continuous entry variable such as age is divided based on the median

worker’s response.

Evaluator beliefs about performance are then elicited for a representative worker from

the first experiment within each demographic group. For each elicitation, the evaluators are

asked to indicate how likely they think it is that a randomly selected worker from the first

experiment in the respective group is successful.9 As before, success is defined as getting a

score in excess of the median score in the specific trivia quiz.

Evaluators are paid a $2 completion fee along with a chance to earn a bonus payment

of up to $2. For this bonus payments, two of the submitted guesses by the evaluators are

randomly selected and they are paid $1 each for the accuracy of their guess using minimum

information binarized scoring rule [219, 127]. The evaluators are informed that truthful

reporting will secure the maximum chances of securing the bonus. The experiment ends

with a short exit survey along with payment information.10

A gender balanced pool of 80 and 61 evaluators are recruited for business and sports

trivia category evaluations respectively.11 There are two key results from this experiment.

First, for the trivia category of business we see no gender difference in perceived likelihood

behavior, and operating system of their phone. The likelihood of success in sports on the other hand differed
by age, employment status and whether someone preferred cats or dogs. This is indicative that not only
common resume attributes, but also arbitrary characteristics can be explanatory of likelihood of success in
the respective trivia categories.

9The order in which the 12 characteristics are presented to the evaluators are randomized. Moreover, the
order of the two groups within each characteristic is also randomized.

10Attention checks are added in this study and a post hoc assessment is conducted to verify response data
from these attention checks, as well as identify any outliers for time spent on the instructions page. No
participants are identified to be excluded from analysis through this assessment.Detailed instructions and
screenshots of the experiment can be found in the online appendix: https://tinyurl.com/y34avc89

11Power calculations are parameterized using [112] and can be made available upon request.
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Table 1: Demographic characteristic groups for evaluator experiment

Demographic Characteristic Group 1 Group 2

(1) (2)

Age 27 yrs or below Above 27 yrs

Gender Male Female

Height 5 ft 6 in or less More than 5 ft 6 in

Time Zone Eastern Not eastern

Education as Years of Schooling 13.5 yrs or below Above 13.5 yrs

Employment Status Employed Not employed

Volunteer Work Yes No

Voter Registration Yes No

Smoker Yes No

No. of Spoken Languages 1 More than 1

Cat/Dog Person Cat Dog

Phone OS Android iOS

Notes - This table presents the set of 24 demographic characteristic groups for which beliefs were elicited in the evaluator

experiment. For each demographic characteristic the two groups are defined based on a median worker’s response from the

worker experiment.

of success. Business trivia category is thus seen as unlikely to invoke biased beliefs against

women and hence eliminated for use in the employer experiment. Next, we see a large and

significant gender difference in perceived likelihood of success for the sports trivia category,

one where men are believed to outperform women (see details in Appendix A).12 The em-

ployer experiment thus proceeds with the sports trivia quiz as the underlying real effort

task for worker performance because there are no gender differences in average likelihood of

12The perceived likelihood of success on sports varies by all demographic characteristics except time zone
and number of spoken languages, which is indicative of not only common resume attributes, but also arbitrary
characteristics being explanatory of perceived likelihood of success. These observable characteristics must
then be controlled for in the subsequent analysis.
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success of men and women, but men on average are believed to perform better than women.

1.2.3 Experiment 3: Employers

Experiment 3 is used to elicit performance evaluations and hiring decisions and is the

main experiment of interest. Participants from the first experiment form the pool of workers

over which hiring decisions are elicited. Workers’ demographic characteristics of years of

schooling (level of education), employment status, geographical location (as measured by

the time zone of residence) and number of spoken languages, along with information about

gender - male or female, are used to create resumes. Workers’ performance on the sports

trivia quiz is the foundation for employer decisions. As before, the performance criterion of

interest is the probability of getting a score that exceeds the median worker’s score i.e., get

a score of 9 or above.

The employer experiment consists of six rounds with two decision stages in each round-

evaluation and hiring. A round ends with feedback based on the employer decisions. Par-

ticipants are paid a completion fee of $2 along with a bonus payment of up to $3 from one

decision stage selected at random.

In each round, employers are presented four randomly selected worker resumes – two

men and two women.13 Employers first complete evaluation decisions for all the four worker

resumes where using a scale of 0 to 100 they report on how likely they think it is that the

worker is successful in the sports trivia quiz i.e., got a score of 9 or above.14 If this stage is

selected for bonus payment, one worker resume is randomly selected, and employers are paid

a bonus of $3 for the accuracy of their guess for the selected worker. The elicitation is again

incentivized using minimum information binarized scoring rule [219, 127] and employers

13For example, 24 resumes (out of 50) are drawn randomly (12 men, 12 women) and they are randomly
divided in 6 groups of two men and two women each. One sequence of the six groups comprised one employer
assignment wherein the first group is presented in round 1, the second group in round 2, and so on. From
this one draw of 24 employees and six groups, six employer assignments are created to balance across rounds
i.e., group 1 is 1st in sequence for employer 1, then permuted to be 2nd in sequence for employer 2 and so on.
Nine unique draws of 24 resumes each are carried out for creating 54 assignments and these assignments are
assembled in a matrix and read into Qualtrics using JavaScript. The same 54 assignments are implemented
across all employers’ experimental sessions.

14In making evaluation decisions, employers are informed that the number of correct answers ranged from
2 to 10.
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are informed that truthful reporting would secure them the highest chance of winning the

bonus. Those looking for more information could access a non-mathematical explanation of

the payment rule at the end of the experiment [358].15

Next, employers make hiring decisions from the same set of four workers. They are

asked to select two workers and also to rank them as their 1st and 2nd preferred candidates

for hiring.16 If this stage is selected for bonus payment, they receive $2 if their 1st hired

worker is successful on the sports trivia quiz; $1 if their 2nd hired worker is successful; and

$0 otherwise. The round ends with feedback where the employers learn whether their two

employees are successful or not. This design feature mimics the real world settings where

employers only learn about performance of their hired employees and not of the workers they

do not hire.

At the end of the round 6 hiring decision stage, employers enter a final decision stage.

Here they are offered a chance to get costless information on workers’ success and to po-

tentially revise hiring choices for round 6. They are again presented with the four worker

resumes from round 6 along with their evaluation and hiring decisions indicated on each

resume. They are then offered an option to “Reveal the Quiz Outcome” using a button

below each resume. They could select this option for as many workers as they like or for

no worker at all. On the next screen, they are given the information for workers they select

the option to reveal the quiz outcome in the form of whether a particular worker was or was

not successful. Employers are then given the option of revising their hiring selections and

are given feedback on those ultimately hired. If they do not select the option to reveal the

quiz outcome for any worker, they proceed directly to receive the feedback on their original

hiring selections and skip this final decision stage.

This final stage is used to identify employers who do not opt for this costless information

for any worker. Such employers are classified as being likely to disregard information about

employee performance and this classification allows us to explore heterogeneous effects on

hiring and beliefs. It also allows for potential reduction in noise in the data as participants

15The participants who sought further clarifications are directed to my email address and I did not receive
any requests for more information.

16To aid hiring decisions, their submitted evaluation decisions are indicated along with each employee
resume
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who do not demand the costless information are also likely to be less attentive.

The employer experiment has two between-subject treatments- a control treatment and

a temporary affirmative action treatment. Affirmative action takes the form of a soft quota

where for the first three rounds in the experiment, employers have to hire at least one

woman.17 This policy is then removed in the last three rounds. A comprehension check

is added in round 4 to ensure that the change in hiring policy is noted by participants in

the temporary affirmative action treatment. The employers in the control treatment on the

other hand do not have affirmative action policy for women in any round and nor do they

learn about the possibility of affirmative action.18

The summary statistics for the employer sample are presented in Table 2. Panel A

shows the demographic characteristics of the employers across the control and the affirmative

action treatments. The employer characteristics are balanced across the two treatments and

the sample comprised of 216 employers in the temporary affirmative action treatment and

214 in the control.19 The employer sample is gender balanced by construction and the

experiment was run in 8 sessions of 54 participants each with randomization into treatments

implemented at session level.20 Panel B of the table summarizes the characteristics of the

resumes as presented to the employers. Since the same set of randomly selected resumes are

used between the two treatments, we unsurprisingly find resume characteristics to also be

balanced. Notably, within the set of resumes presented to the employers, 52% of women and

49% of men are successful in the sports trivia quiz.

17This policy is binding in the experiment such that on the hiring decision screens, participants could not
move forward in the experiment if at least one of their hired workers is a woman.

18Following [288] the knowledge of affirmative action is considered to be a part of the treat-
ment. Detailed instructions and screenshots of the experiment can be found in the online appendix:
https://tinyurl.com/y34avc89

192 control employers had to be excluded on account of JavaScript not loading onto their browsers. As a
result, there is no record of the associated resume information that they saw during the experiment.

20The experiment contains multiple comprehension checks designed such that even if a participant does not
read the instructions carefully, they could understand their main goals in the study from the comprehension
questions. A participant could not proceed in the study without answering a comprehension check correctly.
The experiment also includes simple attention checks where a submission is approved and paid automatically
if all attention checks are answered correctly. Only minor mistakes of having an extra space or misidentifying
a cursive “n” as “r” are overlooked. Additionally, if participants get one attention check wrong but answer
all comprehension checks correctly on their first attempt, they are also approved. All others are rejected,
and their spots are opened to new participants in the study. A total of 12 participants are rejected from the
employer study.
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Table 2: Employer experiment summary statistics

(1) (2) (3)

Control TempAA Mean Diff.

Panel A: Employer Demographic Characteristics

Age (in years) 30.72 31.31 -0.59

Gender Men 0.50 0.50 0.00

Women 0.48 0.49 -0.01

Other 0.02 0.01 0.01

Years of Schooling 16 years or less 0.58 0.58 0.00

(level of education) More than 16 years 0.42 0.42 0.00

Employment status Currently Employed 0.68 0.70 -0.02

Not Currently Employed 0.32 0.30 0.02

Sample Size 214 216

Panel B: Presented Resume Characteristics

Gender Men 0.50 0.50 0.00

Women 0.50 0.50 0.00

Years of Schooling 13.5 years or less 0.47 0.47 0.00

(Level of Education) More than 13.5 years 0.53 0.53 0.00

Employment status Currently Employed 0.66 0.66 0.00

Not Currently Employed 0.34 0.34 0.00

Time Zone of Residence Eastern 0.45 0.45 0.00

(Geographical Location) Central/Mountain/Pacific 0.55 0.55 0.00

No. of Spoken Languages 1 0.66 0.66 0.00

More than 1 0.34 0.34 0.00

Avg Prop Successful Men 0.49 0.49 0.00

Women 0.52 0.52 0.00

Overall 0.50 0.50 0.00

Notes - *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, for a two-tailed test of mean difference between the control and the temporary

affirmative action treatment values against a null of 0.
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1.3 Hypotheses

Given the employer experimental setting, gender discrimination in hiring is defined as

a systematic tendency toward hiring less women. We can further determine the nature of

the underlying discrimination through the decision making process. For example, if hiring

decisions are determined purely by perceived likelihood of success of each worker, then the

resulting discrimination is statistical and grounded in beliefs. If instead, hiring decisions are

not determined by beliefs but by an innate preference against women, then the resulting

discrimination will be taste-based. Note that discrimination can also be a combination of

statistical as well as taste-based where an employer may be making hiring decisions partly

through beliefs and partly through preferences. Since the current setting is designed to be

that where women on average are inaccurately believed to be worse performers than men, any

gender discrimination in hiring that we might observe can either be inaccurately statistical

in nature or be taste-based or a combination of both.

If the nature of underlying discrimination is in parts inaccurately statistical, then in

absence of affirmative action for woman, we can expect employers to have limited exposure

to women workers. With feedback about hired employees at the end of each round, we can

then expect beliefs about men to converge toward the true value while the same argument

cannot be extended gender difference in beliefs due to limited feedback about women workers.

As a result, we can expect discrimination against women to persist in the control treatment

of the experiment. With a temporary affirmative action treatment intervention, employers

are exposed to more women workers. Employers get the opportunity to learn not only about

men but also about women and we can expect the gender difference in beliefs to now also

converge toward the true value, which by design is 0. The effect of affirmative action for

women can then extend beyond the policy instance and produce lasting improvement in

representation of women as the hiring choices are based in beliefs. This argument forms the

following three hypotheses for this experiment:

In environments where beliefs about performance are biased against women relative to

men:

H1: Temporary affirmative action for women improves representation of women even after
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affirmative action is lifted.

H2: Temporary affirmative action for women reduces the bias in beliefs about performance

of women relative to men.

H3: Beliefs about performance help explain the lasting improvement in representation of

women due to a temporary affirmative action policy.

1.4 Results

This section describes results from the employer experiment. To address the first hypoth-

esis, I track the hiring choices of employers in the temporary affirmative action treatment

relative to the control treatment in section 1.4.1. Next, I explore dynamics of beliefs about

performance in both experimental treatments in section 1.4.2. And finally in section 1.4.3,

I discuss beliefs as the mechanism behind changes in hiring choices. Additional analysis is

presented in section 1.4.4 addressing gender difference in the distribution of hired employees

as 1st and 2nd preferred candidates for hiring.

1.4.1 Evolution of Hiring Decisions

Results from the raw data of hiring decisions are summarized in Figure 1. We find that in

the control treatment without affirmative action, men are 13 percentage points more likely

to be hired than women (p < 0.001). This differences increases to 16 percentage points

(p < 0.001) in the last three rounds though the difference is not statistically significant. In

the temporary affirmative action treatment, women are 15 percentage points more likely to

be hired than men (p < 0.001) in the first three rounds when quotas are in effect. When

the quotas are lifted in the last three rounds, we again find a male advantage but at 6

percentage points it is much smaller than that seen in the control. These raw proportions

give indicative evidence in favor of the first hypothesis that temporary affirmative action can

improve representation of women even after the policy is lifted.

To confirm these findings we use a regression framework and model the hiring decisions
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Figure 1: Difference in Proportions of Men Hired vs. Women Hired

Notes - This figure shows mean gender difference in proportions of men hired vs. women hired. The left panel shows the first

three rounds where there is a quota for women in effect under the temporary affirmative action treatment, and the right panel

compares the two experimental treatments for the last three rounds when affirmative action is removed. Error bars correspond

to 95% confidence intervals.

as follows

πijr = xirβ + uir + ϵijr (1)

where πijr represents employer i’s profit from hiring worker j in round r, with j ∈ J =

{1, 2, 3, 4} and r ∈ {1, ..., 6}. Further, xijr represents the row vector of covariates and β is

the column vector of coefficients. The uir represents the group level heterogeneity where a

group represents a single round where an employer makes decisions over 4 resumes, and ϵijr

is the observation-level error term. Employer i will hire the worker j in any given round if

hiring that worker maximizes their profit:

Pr(yikr = 1) = Pr{max(πikr) = πijr}∀k ∈ J (2)
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Table 3: Hiring results - Conditional Fixed Effects Logit Regression

Rounds 4 to 6

Dependent Variable: I(Hired)

(1) (2)

I(Female) -0.467*** -0.416***

(0.0684) (0.0749)

I(TempAA)*I(Female) 0.282*** 0.292***

(0.0965) (0.0986)

N 5160 5160

Worker controls Yes

Notes - *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1; This table presents conditional fixed logit regression results from hiring decisions

where a group comprises a single round where an employer makes decisions over 4 resumes. Dependent variable is an indicator

variable =1 when a worker is hired. Worker controls include demographic characteristics presented on their resume - employment

status, education, number of spoken languages, and time zone of residence. All options within each resume characteristic are

aggregated in two groups characterized by the median worker’s characteristic from the worker experiment. Standard errors are

shown in parentheses.

Assuming a standard Type I extreme value for ϵijr, this gives rise to the following choice

model where j = 0 is the baseline outcome:

Pr(yijr|xijr, β) =


1

1+exp(xijrβ)
if j = 0

exp(xijrβ)

1+exp(xijrβ)
if j = 1

(3)

Table 3 summarizes the findings from a conditional fixed effects logit model estimation

of eq (3) using data from rounds 4 to 6 when quotas for women are lifted in the tempo-

rary affirmative action treatment. The primary set of regressors in this estimation include

indicator variables for a female worker (I(Female)) and its interaction with the temporary

affirmative action treatment indicator (I(TempAA)).21

21The experiment does not involve clustered sampling and there is no evidence for the possibility of
randomization failure between the control and temporary affirmative action treatment, and so clustering of
standard errors is seen as unnecessary as per the recommendations from [1]. However, results are robust to
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In the control treatment without affirmative action, the log odds of being hired (vs. not)

are expected to be 0.467 less for women than men in rounds 4 to 6 (p < 0.001). In the

temporary affirmative action treatment and quotas for women are removed, the log odds of

a woman being hired are expected to be 0.185 lower than men (p = 0.006). The temporary

affirmative action treatment significantly improves log odds of a woman being hired by 0.282

(p = 0.003) These results are robust to controlling for characteristics of workers as presented

to the employers on the resumes.

As such the first result to emerge from this analysis is that women are significantly less

likely to be hired relative to men without affirmative action. Quotas mechanically improve

the representation of women and these positive effects on hiring of women continue even

after the policy is withdrawn. Temporary affirmative action thus improves representation of

women even after it is lifted.

1.4.2 Evolution of Beliefs About Performance

With choice over hiring and thus which candidate an employer is getting feedback about,

we find in rounds 1, 2, and 3 of the control treatment that approximately 43% of observed

signals are about women employees. By comparison in rounds 1, 2, and 3 of the temporary

affirmative action, about 57% of signals are about women employees. Thus, affirmative

action increases signals about women by 32%. Does this increased exposure to women lead

to employers learning that their beliefs are inaccurate and results in belief updating?

Figure 2 panel (a) plots the raw mean gender difference in evaluations split by the two

treatments - first for just round 1 and then jointly for rounds 4 to 6. At the outset in round

1 of the control treatment, men are believed to be 12 percentage points (p < 0.001) more

likely to succeed than women. This gender bias reduces to 7 percentage points (p < 0.001)

in the last three rounds. In the temporary affirmative action treatment, employers start

with a belief that men are 14 percentage points (p < 0.001) more likely to succeed than

women. The similarity between the two treatments is to be expected given that the round

1 belief elicitation is carried out before participants learn about the hiring environments.

clustering standard errors at session level using wild bootstrapping procedures that test the null hypothesis
that the coefficient on the interaction term is zero. This extends to all following analysis in the paper.
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Figure 2: Difference in Evaluations of Men and Women

(a) Full Sample (b) Disregarding Information Excluded

Notes - This figure shows mean gender difference in evaluations of men and women. Sub-figure (a) plots the graph for the full

sample while sub-figure (b) excludes employers who disregard information about performance of workers as identified by the

final stage of the experiment. The left panel in both figures represents round 1 evaluations, and the right panel compares the two

experimental treatments for the last three rounds where quota is removed under the temporary affirmative action treatment.

Error bars correspond to 95% confidence intervals.

When quotas are removed in the temporary affirmative action treatment, the gender bias

is reduced to 6 percentage points (p < 0.001), a difference that is not statistically different

from the belief held in the last three rounds of the control treatment.

This lack of a treatment effect on gender bias in beliefs is confirmed in a regression

analysis shown in Table 4. The evaluations are modeled as follows:

Evaluationijr = xirβ + uijr + ϵijr (4)

where Evaluationir represents employer i’s evaluation of jth worker in round r, with j ∈

{1, ..., 4} and r ∈ {1, ..., 6}. xijr represents the row vector of covariates, β the column vector

of coefficients, uir is the group level heterogeneity where a group comprises a single round

where an employer makes evaluation decisions over 4 resumes and ϵijr is the observation-

level error term. The main regressors include indicator variables for a female worker and its
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Table 4: Evaluations results - OLS with fixed effects

Rounds 4 to 6

Dependent Variable: Evaluation

(1) (2) (3) (4)

I(Female) -6.739*** -6.533*** -6.785*** -6.739***

(0.559) (0.595) (0.633) (0.674)

I(TempAA)*I(Female) 0.795 0.782 1.564* 1.590*

(0.789) (0.783) (0.879) (0.875)

Constant 68.74*** 65.48*** 68.49*** 65.98***

(0.279) (0.570) (0.311) (0.634)

N 5160 5160 3816 3816

Worker controls Yes Yes

Disregard excluded Yes Yes

Notes - *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1; This table presents OLS regression results on evolution of beliefs about performance

elicited as evaluations on a scale of 0 to 100. The estimation uses a fixed effects model where each group comprises a single

round where an employer makes decisions over 4 resumes. Worker controls include demographic characteristics presented on

their resume - employment status, education, number of spoken languages, and time zone of residence. All options within

each resume characteristic are aggregated in two groups characterized by the median worker’s characteristic from the worker

experiment. Employers disregarding information are identified through the final stage of the experiment as those who do not

opt in to get information on worker performance for any worker. Standard errors are shown in parentheses.

interaction temporary affirmative action treatment indicator. Data from rounds 4, 5 and 6

has been used for this estimation using a fixed effects model. We find that women are believed

to be 6.74 percentage points (p < 0.001) less likely to succeed in the control treatment.

Exposure to more women under temporary affirmative action treatment reduces the gender

bias in beliefs by 0.79 percentage points which is statistically insignificant (p = 0.314).

This finding could be seen as evidence against the hypothesized evolution of beliefs, but

one must be careful in this interpretation as there are two factors through which this effect

is muted. First, the limited response in beliefs is found to be mechanically driven by the

presence of employers who disregard the feedback given to them on actual performance of
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hired employees. And second, the effects are muted by a high number of employers who hold

little initial gender bias in beliefs and who hire women despite having no restrictions on their

hiring decisions. I expand on each of these factors separately in the next two sections.

1.4.2.1 Employers Disregarding Information

Recall that the final decision stage in the experiment helps identify the employers who are

likely to disregard information about employee performance. After the employer participants

submit their hiring choices in the last round and before they learn about the outcomes of

their hired employees, they go through the final decision stage. In this stage, they are given

an opportunity to costlessly demand information on whether a worker is successful or not,

by pressing a button for as many worker resumes as they like. On the next page, they see the

actual performance of those workers they selected the option to reveal the outcome and have

an opportunity to revise their hiring choices. If they do not select this option for any worker,

they skip to the end of the round. Employers who skip to the end of round without getting

any information about the workers are characterized as those likely to disregard information

about employee performance during the experiment. We find a total of 112 employers (out

of the total 430) as those who disregard information - 51 in the control treatment and 61 in

the temporary affirmative action treatment. Presence of these employers in the sample can

potentially suppresses the belief dynamics in two ways - first, because these employers are

likely to disregard the information about employee performance, they will be likely to ignore

the feedback about performance of hired employees provided at the end of each round. And

second, they will also be likely to be inattentive and contribute to noise in the data.

Panel (b) of Figure 2 shows the mean gender difference in beliefs about performance and

restricts sample of employers by excluding those who disregard information. In round 1 of

the control treatment, men are believed to be 12 percentage points (p < 0.001) more likely

to succeed than women. This gender bias reduces to 6.8 percentage points (p < 0.001) on

average in rounds 4 to 6. The employers in the temporary affirmative action treatment have

statistically indistinguishable starting point from the control group (14 percentage points

with p < 0.001). The bias however reduces to 5.2 percentage points (p < 0.001) which is
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still statistically indistinguishable from the control mean. However, the reduction in gender

bias in beliefs under temporary affirmative action treatment after excluding employers who

disregard information is more pronounced when compared to the full sample. As such in

a regression framework shown in Table 4 column (3), the difference-in-difference coefficient

doubles in magnitude and is now statistically significant (p = 0.075). We can thus conclude,

that when we account for the possibility that some employer participants are inattentive

or ignoring the information provided in the experiment, we find evidence in favor of the

hypothesis that temporary affirmative action reduces gender bias in beliefs even after the

policy is lifted.

1.4.2.2 Heterogeneous Effects on Evolution of Beliefs

I now explore the second possibility that the observed effects on beliefs can be muted

due to a high number of employers who do not hold biased beliefs and hire women despite

having no restrictions on their hiring decisions. The conjecture here is that greater exposure

to women with affirmative action, who are otherwise underrepresented, forces employers to

get more feedback about women employees and thereby enables reduction in gender bias in

beliefs. In order to test this in the starkest possible comparison, I divide the sample into

subgroups - one that is more biased and more discriminatory towards women and other less

so.

I first use data from the control treatment to estimate a logit regression where dependent

variable is an indicator which takes value 1 if two men are hired in round 1, and explanatory

variable is the gender difference in beliefs about performance of workers in round 1. Using

this estimation, I then predict the probability of hiring two men for the control group of

employers and determine a cutoff point based on the top 25% of employers most likely to

hire two men in round 1 (0.32).22 This cutoff is then used to classify two subgroups within

the control group of employers- “More” (“Less”) as those whose predicted likelihood of hiring

both men in round 1 is more (lesser) than 0.32. To achieve a comparable classification for

employers in the temporary affirmative action treatment, I use the previously estimated

22The logic behind choosing this cutoff is that about 25% of control groups of employers hire two men in
round 1. However I also show that all results I present henceforth are not sensitive to this one cutoff point.
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Figure 3: Difference in Evaluations of Men and Women - Heterogeneous Effects

(a) Subgroups more likely to hire both men in rd 1 (b) Subgroups less likely to hire both men in rd 1

Notes - This figure shows mean gender difference in evaluations of men and women. Sub-figure (a) shows the gender difference

by experimental conditions for the subgroup of employers more likely to hire both men in round 1 and sub-figure (b) show this

difference for employers less likely to hire both men. The cutoff to divide the two subgroups is at 32% which leaves about 25%

of the sample for sub-figure (a). The left panel in both figures represents round 1 evaluations, and the right panel compares

the two experimental treatments for the last three rounds where quota is removed under the temporary affirmative action

treatment. Both figures exclude employers who disregard information about performance of workers as identified by the final

stage of the experiment to minimize noise. Error bars correspond to 95% confidence intervals.

coefficients to predict a probability of hiring two men in round 1. Finally, I classify the two

subgroups within the temporary affirmative action treatment group of employers based on

the predicted probability of hiring two men in round 1 around the cutoff point of 0.32.

Raw gender difference in evaluations is shown in Figure 3. Panel (a) represents employers

from the “More” subgroup, and panel (b) from the “Less” subgroup. Within the employers

more likely to hire both men i.e., more likely to discriminate against women, we find that in

the control treatment, men are believed to be 35 percentage points more likely to succeed

than women (p < 0.001). This gender bias reduces to 14 percentage points (p < 0.001) in

rounds 4 to 6. In the temporary affirmative action treatment however, the evolution of beliefs

follows a faster learning trajectory where it starts with a gender bias of 38 percentage points

(p < 0.001) which then reduces to 8 percentage points in rounds 4 to 6 when quotas are
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Table 5: Heterogeneous effects in evaluations- OLS with fixed effects

Rounds 4 to 6

Dependent Variable: Evaluation

Subgroup - More Subgroup - Less

(1) (2) (3) (4)

I(Female) -14.11*** -14.69*** -4.251*** -3.831***

(1.297) (1.384) (0.592) (0.630)

I(TempAA)*I(Female) 4.844*** 4.962*** -0.263 -0.268

(1.755) (1.740) (0.850) (0.843)

Constant 68.03*** 64.24*** 69.01*** 65.88***

(0.618) (1.292) (0.300) (0.608)

N 1428 1428 3732 3732

Worker controls Yes Yes

Notes - *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1; This table presents OLS regression results on evolution of beliefs about performance

elicited as evaluations on a scale of 0 to 100. The estimation uses a fixed effects model where each group comprises a single

round where an employer makes decisions over 4 resumes. Subgroup - More (Less) represents the subgroups of employers within

the two experimental treatments who are more (less) than 32% likely to hire both men in round 1. Worker controls include

demographic characteristics presented on their resume - employment status, education, number of spoken languages, and time

zone of residence. All options within each resume characteristic are aggregated in two groups characterized by the median

worker’s characteristic from the worker experiment. Standard errors are shown in parentheses.

removed (p < 0.001). For the complementary subgroup which is less likely to discriminate

against women (panel (b)), we find a small gender bias to begin with and that it doesn’t

change significantly over the course of the experiment for both treatments.

Regression estimates confirm the patterns observed from the raw data and are shown in

Table 5. Columns (1)-(2) ((3)-(4)) estimate the effect of the temporary affirmative action

treatment on beliefs for the “More” (“Less”) subgroup of employers. Within the “More”

subgroup, we find that without affirmative action in the control treatment women are evalu-

ated to be 14 percentage points less likely to succeed than men in rounds 4 to 6 (p < 0.001).

When quotas are removed however in the temporary affirmative action treatment, this gen-
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der bias reduces by 4.8 percentage points (p = 0.006). We do not find similar effect for the

“Less” subgroup in column (4) where there is a smaller and statistically significant gender

bias against women (p < 0.001) in the control treatment which doesn’t reduce at all under

the temporary affirmative action treatment (-0.263 coefficient with p = 0.757).

Thus, within the employers less biased and less likely to discriminate against women,

quotas are not binding and their exposure not limited. As a result we cannot expect beliefs

dynamics to play out differently between the two experiment treatments and we indeed find

this to be the case. On the other hand, in the starkest possible comparison within employers

who are more biased and more likely to discriminate against women at the beginning of the

experiment we find evidence in support of the second hypothesis of this study that tempo-

rary affirmative action for women reduces gender bias in beliefs about performance. This

can further be generalized to say that as we restrict the sample to employers being progres-

sively more biased and more likely to discriminate against women, we find that temporary

affirmative action treatment produces stronger effect on reduction in gender bias in beliefs

about performance in periods after the policy is removed (see appendix table B2).23

1.4.3 Mechanisms

Given the evolution of hiring choices and beliefs, the final piece in the puzzle is be to

determine the extent to which beliefs affect changes in hiring choices. Revisiting the hetero-

geneous effects for changes in beliefs, we cannot expect inaccurate statistical discrimination

within the “Less” subgroup of employers as these employers are less biased and less likely

to discriminate against women without any policy intervention. On the other hand, the

“More” subgroup is more biased and more likely to discriminate against women, thus creat-

ing conditions that make inaccurate statistical discrimination possible. We have shown that

a temporary affirmative action treatment reduces gender bias in beliefs for this subgroup of

employers. This section explores whether this reduction in gender bias can in-turn lead to

improved representation of women even after the quotas are lifted.

Table 6 explores the hiring dynamics within the “More” subgroup (columns (1)-(2)) and

23The affect of temporary affirmative action is found to be even stronger if we further exclude employers
who disregard information from the analysis (see appendix tables B1 and B3)
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Table 6: Heterogeneous effects in evaluations as mechanism - Conditional Fixed Effects Logit

Regression

Rounds 4 to 6

Dependent Variable: I(Hired)

Subgroup - More Subgroup - Less

(1) (2) (3) (4)

I(Female) -0.630*** 0.0225 -0.413*** -0.207**

(0.136) (0.160) (0.0791) (0.0853)

I(TempAA)*I(Female) 0.322* 0.135 0.280** 0.314***

(0.184) (0.204) (0.113) (0.122)

Evaluation 0.0552*** 0.0626***

(0.00453) (0.00355)

N 1428 1428 3732 3732

Notes - *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1; This table presents conditional fixed logit regression results from hiring decisions

where a group comprises a single round where an employer makes decisions over 4 resumes. Subgroup - More (Less) represents

the subgroups of employers within the two experimental treatments who are more (less) than 32% likely to hire both men in

round 1. Dependent variable is an indicator variable =1 when a worker is hired. Standard errors are shown in parentheses.

the “Less” subgroup (columns (3)-(4)). This estimation decomposes the effect of the tem-

porary affirmative action treatment between the effect driven by beliefs about performance

and any residual effect not explained by beliefs.

Within the “More” subgroup in the control treatment, the log odds of hiring a woman

are 0.630 (p < 0.001) less than men. Temporary affirmative action treatment leads to an

improvement of 0.322 units in the log odds of hiring of women (p = 0.080). The effect of

beliefs on hiring decisions operates through two channels here. First, after controlling for

beliefs the baseline gender discrimination in hiring disappears (log odds of 0.0225). And

second, beliefs suggestively absorb the effect of the temporary affirmative action treatment

where the moving column (1) to (2) the coefficient on the interaction term reduces in size
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and is no longer statistically significant (p = 0.508). In the complementary “Less” subgroup

on the other hand, we find a relatively smaller magnitude of gender discrimination against

women in the control treatment where log odds of hiring a woman are 0.413 (p < 0.001) less

than men . When we control for beliefs, this effect reduces but only slightly (to 0.207 log

odds, p = 0.015). However, there is a pronounced effect of the treatment in this subgroup

(0.280 log odds, p = 0.011) which sustains and in fact becomes slightly stronger when we

control for beliefs (0.314 log odds, p = 0.010).24

These is evidence in favor of hypothesis 3 wherein for the employers who are more

biased and more likely to discriminate against women, we find that a temporary affirmative

action treatment leads to a lasting improvement in representation of women. Moreover,

beliefs about performance partially explain this improvement in representation of women

and thereby we see rectification of inaccurate statistical discrimination within the “More”

subgroup of employers. On the other hand, employers who are less biased and less likely to

discriminate against women, they are not susceptible to changes in beliefs due to a temporary

affirmative action treatment. We do however find there to be a positive and significant effect

of the temporary affirmative action treatment on representation of women which is not

operating through beliefs within this subgroup of employers.

1.4.4 Additional Analysis - Distribution within Hiring Choices

To further analyze the hiring choices, I explore the ranking distribution of hired employees

and ask if temporary affirmative action treatment can induce effects powerful enough for

women to not only be included as a second candidates but also become the first choice for

hiring by employers. Figure 4 (a) shows the gender difference in proportions of the 1st

hired employees. In the control treatment without affirmative action we find a large male

advantage where men are 12 percentage points (p < 0.001) more likely to be hired than

women. This male-advantage worsens overtime to 13 percentage points (p < 0.001) in the

last three rounds of the experiment. In the temporary affirmative action treatment on the

other hand, there is equitable hiring of men and women when quotas are in effect. When

24Results become stronger when we exclude employers who disregard information B4
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Figure 4: Difference in Proportions of Men Hired 1st and 2nd vs. Women Hired 1st and 2nd

(a) 1st Hired (b) 2nd Hired

Notes - This figure shows mean gender difference in proportions of men hired vs. women hired. Sub-figure (a) shows this

gender difference for the candidates who are hired first and sub-figure (b) shows this difference for the candidates who are hired

second excluding those hired first. The left panel in both figures show the first three rounds where there is a quota for women

in effect under the temporary affirmative action treatment, and the right panel compares the two experimental treatments for

the last three rounds when affirmative action is removed. Error bars correspond to 95% confidence intervals.

quotas are lifted in the last three rounds, men are 6 percentage points more likely to be

hired than women, which although statistically different from 0 is significantly less than the

control treatment.

Hiring choices of the 2nd candidate among the remaining 3 workers is shown in panel

(b). We again find a substantial male advantage in the control treatment where women are

7 percentage points (p = 0.001) less likely to be hired than men in rounds 1 to 3. This male

advantage increases to 9 percentage points (p < 0.001) in rounds 4 to 6. With the temporary

affirmative action treatment on the other hand, women are 19 percentage points (p < 0.001)

more likely to be hired while quotas are in effect and the gender difference disappears when

affirmative action is lifted in rounds 4 to 6 (p = 124). Overall, we find positive and significant

effect of the treatment for both 1st and 2nd hired candidates. In terms of representation

of women, they are not only included as a 2nd candidate but also become the preferred
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candidate for hiring where the later effect is in fact marginally stronger. These results are

also confirmed in a regression analysis (see appendix table B5).

In terms of mechanism behind lasting improvement in hiring of women as 1st and 2nd

candidates, we find similar heterogeneous dynamics as the overall hiring result (see appendix

table B6). Baseline gender discrimination in hiring reduces once we control for beliefs about

performance for the employers more biased and more likely to discriminate against women.

And, the effect of the temporary affirmative action treatment is suggestively absorbed by

beliefs for this subgroup of employers for both 1st and 2nd candidates for hiring and thereby

pointing towards reduction in inaccurate statistical discrimination.

1.5 Discussion and Conclusions

In a setting where employers’ beliefs and hiring choices are biased against women, this

paper uses a series of experiments to examine if a temporary affirmative action policy can

correct these biased beliefs and thereby lead to a lasting improvement in representation of

women. While the data reveals that a temporary quota significantly improves representation

of women even after the policy is lifted, the effect of this intervention is muted on reduc-

tion in gender bias in beliefs due to presence of some employers who are disregarding the

information about employees. Further, in the starkest possible comparison with employers

who are more biased and more likely to discriminate against women at the beginning of

the experiment, we find a significant reduction in gender bias in beliefs as well as a lasting

improvement in representation of women due to the temporary affirmative action treatment.

Moreover, within this subgroup of employers the changes in hiring choices in favor of women

are explained by beliefs thereby supporting the conjecture that increased exposure to women

under a temporary quota provides opportunity for correction in biased beliefs which in turn

improves the representation of women even when the policy is lifted.

Findings from this paper contribute to the broad literature on lasting effects of temporary

affirmative action. Economic theory [111] and lab experiment [140] on long-term effects of

temporary affirmative action have so far focused exclusively on studying accurate statistical
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discrimination wherein employer beliefs are correct. This project is the first to examine the

effect of a temporary affirmative action in a setting with biased beliefs. I do so by identifying

and eliciting employers’ responses over a real effort task where there is no gender differences

in actual performance but women are believed to be worse performers than men. Ruling

out the possibility of accurate statistical discrimination is also my motivation for using a

controlled setting of an online experiment for this study.

Prior studies have suffered from an inability to determine whether the true performance

of the over and underrepresented groups are indeed the same while only the beliefs are biased.

This then becomes a confounding factor in identifying changes in beliefs about performance

to drive any lasting changes in representation. For example, [43], in a field experiment

find that quotas in the long run improve the likelihood of women contesting and winning

political elections even after they are lifted. However they also find the survey measure of

effectiveness of the leader to become worse after first exposure to a female leader but improve

thereafter. Their argument is that the nature of underlying discrimination could have been

accurately statistical with initial conditions conducive for less effective female leaders to

invest in becoming more effective overtime while the belief assessments of the participants

are correct throughout the experiment.25 Similarly, [298] also find a lasting positive effect on

representation of women in politics due to temporary quotas but could not identify learning

about ability as the underlying mechanism. On the other hand, [49] find positive effect of

an affirmative action policy to subside once the policy is lifted and argue the lower ability

of the underrepresented group to be driving their results.

Many other notable studies also document longer term effects of temporary affirmative

action in various contexts and find mixed results [142, 277, 18, 17, 136, 360, 213, 278, 39].

This paper contributes to this literature by identifying beliefs as the mechanism behind

changes in hiring choices. While in this study we find evidence for existence of inaccurate

statistical discrimination and that it can be remedied through exposure using a temporary

quota, the hiring dynamics in the real-world can change depending upon the nature of the

underlying discrimination. Future work can address how to distinctly identify inaccurate

25Through an additional experiment involving hypothetical leaders and vignettes they show malleability
in beliefs and changes in attitude are possible to achieve through exposure to female leaders.
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statistical discrimination in the field from other types of discrimination to inform policy

predictions.

Another interesting result to emerge here is that among the employers who are less

biased in their beliefs and are less likely to discriminate against women at the beginning

of the experiment, we also find temporary affirmative action policy to produce a lasting

improvement in representation of women. With the setting being that of biased beliefs

this effect can be thought of as reduction in taste-based discrimination against women.

A thorough study of identification of reduction in taste-based discrimination as well as

mechanism behind this change in preferences has been left for future work.

In an experimental setting this paper documents the presence of inaccurate statistical

discrimination in hiring against women and presents evidence that it can be remedied through

a temporary affirmative action policy. From a policy perspective, results from this paper

motivate the use of a temporary affirmative action quota to correct biased beliefs and break

a pattern of self-perpetuating under-representation. Even the advocates of affirmative action

policy believe it to only be a temporary fix for social inequalities [339] while we find that

it is capable of creating fundamental changes in the society which can fix social inequalities

even beyond the policy instance. Also reflecting on the unpopularity of affirmative action

as a policy measure, it might become possible for people to be more accepting of quotas if

they are only going to be temporary.26 With a high chance that affirmative action will be

banned in many parts of the world, this paper is a small step forward in understanding what

to expect in a post affirmative action world.

26Gallup 2016 poll showed that 65% Americans disagree with Supreme Court’s decision to allow race to
be factor in college admissions.
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2.0 On Gender Differences in Responsiveness to Experimental Conditions

(Joint with Felipe A. Araujo and Lise Vesterlund)

2.1 Introduction

The experimental literature on gender differences in economic behaviors is large and

growing. Researchers have used the laboratory to study gender differences in competition

[190, 290, 186], negotiation outcomes [334, 253], risk and time preferences [145, 101], social

preferences [15, 159, 78], among many other topics.1 Over time, a common understanding

has emerged in this literature, namely that women are more responsive than men to changes

in experimental conditions. These are changes in the design and conduct of experiments

that are either unrelated to the substantive research question or that are ancillary to it.

The exact origin of this proposition is uncertain, though early studies in psychology have

provided support for it. The influential book by Carol Gilligan [187], for instance, argues

that women are more sensitive to social cues in determining appropriate behavior, while

other highly cited papers have suggested that women experience emotions more strongly

than men [181, 261]. These results on gender-specific responsiveness seem to have become

popular in experimental economics following the publication of a review paper in the Journal

of Economic Literature [118]. This paper summarizes the experimental literature on gender

differences in social preferences, risk preferences, and preferences for competition. Impor-

tantly, the authors suggest that women’s greater responsiveness to changes in experimental

conditions offers an organizing principle for the empirical findings in the literature. This

comprehensive review has been very influential, accumulating over 6,600 Google Scholar

citations as of this writing.

In this paper, we carry out an empirical test of the proposition that women are more

sensitive to changes in experimental conditions. Although earlier studies have purported to

test the hypothesis by conducting experiments under a limited number of different conditions

(see Section 2.4 for details), the proposition that women are more responsive to experimental

1See [291] for a review of literature on gender differences in competition.
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conditions in general, without qualifications and irrespective of the topic of study, cannot

be tested on any one individual study. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first

comprehensive assessment of the female-sensitivity conjecture.

We do so by, first, conducting a detailed review of the experimental literature and, sec-

ond, by complementing it with data from a recent study by DellaVigna and Pope [139] that

allows for multiple direct comparisons of men and women’s responses to changing conditions.

Our review of the experimental literature focuses on identifying changes to experimental con-

ditions and their corresponding gender-specific effects. It includes both published articles

and recent working papers on topics such as competition, negotiation, social preferences, dis-

crimination, non-promotable tasks, risk and time preferences, among others. The literature

review was completed in the Summer of 2021 and comprises 317 papers.2 As a complement

to the literature review, we then analyze data from the experiments reported in [139]. The

paper reports on real-effort experiments spanning sixteen treatments across five different con-

ditions. Their main research question is about the stability and predictability of the ranking,

in terms of subjects’ efforts, of each of the sixteen treatments across conditions. Crucially

for our purposes, the structure of the study allows for multiple pairwise comparisons of the

gender-specific effect of changes in experimental conditions.

Our findings do not support the female-sensitivity hypothesis. In 86 of the 317 of papers

in our literature review (27%), we find that both men and women are similarly responsive

to changes in conditions. We moreover identify 112 papers that do contain significant gen-

der differences in responsiveness. Of those, 57 report higher sensitivity of men, while the

remaining 55 papers find higher sensitivity of women.3 Our analysis of the experimental

data in [139] conforms with this finding. Specifically, women are not more likely than men

to significantly change their effort as a response to changes in the experimental conditions.

If anything, men are slightly more responsive in this sample. We conclude that the gender

specific sensitivity to changes is highly dependent on the particulars of the experimental

design and topic of study.

Having failed to find supportive evidence for the hypothesis, we set out to understand

2See Appendix D for a description of the review process
3The remaining 119 papers either did not have variation on experimental conditions or did not report

sufficient data for an unequivocal classification. See Section 2.2 and Appendix E for more details.
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whether the dissemination of the female-sensitivity conjecture might have influenced re-

searchers’ interpretation of their own results. To do so, we restrict attention to the papers

that specifically mention the hypothesis. At this stage, we also consider studies that did

not meet the criteria to be included in our literature review, but that contain literal quotes

from the review paper that first advanced the hypothesis [118]. We analyze how each paper

evaluates the female-sensitivity claim and whether evidence is presented either in favor or

against it. Our intention here is to shed light on the reinforcement dynamics of an influen-

tial academic thesis. That is, we ask if once a broad claim gets traction in the literature,

subsequent results that do or do not conform with it receive different interpretations and

emphasis.

We find that papers are much more likely to cite the female-sensitivity hypothesis when

their own results conform with it. Among the 63 studies that either cite the hypothesis or

contain literal quotes from [118], only 6 argue that their own evidence does not support it.

This is in sharp contrast with our literature review, in which 72% of the studies that involve

changes in the experimental conditions have results that are at odds with the hypothesis –

i.e., either men are more sensitive than women or there are no gender differences. A casual

reader of the literature is thus likely to encounter many more statements of agreement with

the female-sensitivity conjecture, even though a careful assessment of the evidence does not

support it.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2 gives a precise definition

of experimental conditions, while our literature review is presented in section 2.3. Section

2.4 presents the results for our analysis of the experimental data in [139]. And finally, section

2.5 discusses the influence of the hypothesis on subsequent study’s interpretation of results

and concludes.

2.2 Defining Experimenta Conditions

Before presenting the evidence from our literature review and data analysis, we need

a clear understanding of what exactly experimental conditions are. Specifically, we need a
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definition that is able to distinguish between substantive treatment variations, which are

not the subject of the female-sensitivity hypothesis, from lesser changes in the design or

implementation of the experiment. For simplicity, we will adopt the same definition as in

[118], which highlight two types of settings in which women are hypothesized to be more

responsive to than men: experimental context and social cues.

Experimental context refers to features of the experimental design that could vary while

the main treatment of interest remains unchanged. Examples are face-to-face versus com-

puterized interaction and strategy versus game method elicitation. Social cues, on the other

hand, are related to the experiments’ incentives, monetary or otherwise, and to other more

meaningful design choices. Examples include the ”size of payoffs, price of altruism, or the

repetition of the game, and psychological variables like the amount of anonymity between

the participant and the experimenter, and the way the situation is described” – [118], p.

463. Since the hypothesized gender difference goes in the same direction – women are more

responsive – in both cases, we combine both into a single component, which we refer to as

experimental conditions.

It’s important to note that even this definition still leaves room for ambiguity. In some

studies, changes in the design are readily and unambiguously identified as changes in exper-

imental conditions. In other cases, however, different researchers could reasonably disagree

as to if a given change should be interpreted as an experimental condition or as a substantive

treatment variation.

Consider, for example, [25]. This study finds that increased monetary rewards can neg-

atively impact performance for tasks requiring concentration and creative thinking. And

it also examines the effect of increased social incentives on performance. In one condition,

subjects were tasked with solving anagrams either privately or in front of a 10-person group.

This change from private to public effort falls squarely into our definition of experimental

conditions (degree of anonymity). The paper by Gneezy, Niederle, and Rustichini [190] on

the other hand, is an example of a harder-to-classify study. They study gender differences in

performance of participants across various competitive environments. The treatments varied

the structure of the competitive incentives in that the benchmark case offered a piece rate

payment, tournament case paid the highest scorer among a group of 3 men and 3 women, and
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in final treatment one person was selected from the group for payment at random. Since this

involves significant variation in the treatments and not a simple variation in the conditions,

we classify this paper as “NA” for our current consideration.

Considering any residual ambiguity in the classification, our literature review includes a

robustness exercise in which we examine the gender-specific responsiveness for every treat-

ment variation in a study, as opposed to focusing on those changes we identify as being over

experimental conditions. We next turn to our literature review proper.

2.3 Literature Review

Our literature review focuses on experimental studies that explicitly investigate gender

differences, but also includes papers that report gender-specific results in the context of a

different research question. We identified 317 papers and classified each one with respect

to the female-sensitivity hypothesis.4 Specifically, we indicate whether it presents evidence

that (a) women are more responsive (Women > Men), (b) men are more responsive (Men >

Women), or (c) men and women are equally responsive (Men ∼ Women). We also classify

papers that did not contain any variation in experimental conditions (NA) or for which,

although variation was present, the data reported did not allow for a classification (a)-(c)

(Insufficient Information).5,6

Table 7 presents the results of our literature review. It provides a count of papers

classified in each category. The first two columns of Table 1 restrict attention to studies that

contain changes in experimental conditions as defined earlier. As can be seen from columns

(1) and (2), 17.3 percent of the papers included in our literature review substantiate the

assertion that women are more sensitive than men to changes in experimental conditions,

whereas 17.9 percent of the papers we review illustrate the opposite effect, namely that men

4See Appendix C for the complete list of papers.
5A complete version of the literature review, including a description of the design and main results, is

available from the authors upon request.
6The Insufficient Information classification in addition to including cases where information is insufficient

to do this classification also includes cases in which only the difference-in-difference (DiD) coefficient is
reported. A significant change in the DiD coefficient could be the result of either men or women (or both)
responding significantly to the experimental conditions.
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Table 7: Classification of Papers According to Gender Differences in Responsiveness to

Changes in Experimental Conditions

Experimental Conditions Only All Treatment Variations

N % Total N % Total

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Men > Women 57 17.9% 61 19.2%

Women > Men 55 17.3% 60 18.9%

Men ∼ Women 86 27.1% 100 31.5%

NA 96 30.3% 64 20.2%

Insufficient Information 23 7.4% 32 10.2%

Total 317 100% 317 100%

Notes - Notes: Men > Women (Women > Men): data shows men (women) being more responsive to changes than women

(men). Women ∼ Men: data shows men and women being equally responsive to changes. NA: there is no change in experimental

conditions. Insufficient Information: can’t infer gender differences based on published results alone.

are more sensitive to the experimental conditions. Almost 27 percent of the studies revealed

that both men and women were equally responsive.

Consider the paper by Andreoni and Vesterlund [15] where we find men to be more

responsive than women (Men > Women). They study participants’ response to variation in

price of giving in a modified dictator game and find that the price elasticity of demand (for

giving) for men to be higher than that of women. In the paper by Heinz, Juranek, and Rau

[209] on the other hand, we find women to be more responsive to changes in experimental

conditions than men. They use a lab experiment to study gender differences in reciprocity

in a dictator game where they vary how the endowment is obtained between a windfall

lottery win and the recipient’s performance on a real effort task determining the size of the

endowment. They find that average taking rate of women varies significantly between the

two treatments (74.02% in windfall and 63.30% in real effort) while it remains fairly stable

among men (73.81% in windfall and 75.39% in real effort).
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[31], using an experiment study gender differences in volunteering for low-promotability

tasks and we find both men and women to be responsive to changes in the gender composition

of the groups they play the game with. Within each group, subjects are given a chance to

complete a task that benefits the entire group, but that is relatively more costly to the

group member who actually completes the task. In mixed gender groups, they find that

women are significantly more likely to volunteer to complete the task. But going into single

gender groups, men increase volunteering by the same rate as women decrease volunteering.

A point to note here is that these papers do not necessarily focus on this result as an

organizing principle. The classification is based on our own assessment of the drivers of

gender differences using the results presented in the paper.

Columns (3) and (4) of Table 7 detail the same classification, but now considering every

treatment change reported in the paper. We view this as a robustness exercise considering

the difficulty in classifying some changes in the experiment as either substantial treatment

variations or simple changes in experimental conditions. In the latter two columns of Table

7, the only situation in which a paper is classified as “NA” is if there are no treatment

variations at all – i.e., a paper that elicits risk preferences by gender and socioeconomic

status.

Approximately one third of the studies classified as “NA” in columns (1) and (2) are now

classified in columns (3) and (4). Most of those papers (24 out of 32) providence evidence of

men and women being equally responsive to changes. And overall, the classification patters

do not change significantly when expanding the sample in this way, with 19.2% of the papers

reporting results in line with the hypothesis and 18.9% with results opposed to it. As before,

a large fraction of studies (31.5%) has results indicating a similar responsiveness for men

and women.

The evidence is from our comprehensive literature review is clear. A simple count of paper

whose evidence is in favor or against it does not provide support for the female-sensitivity

hypothesis. Even considering the (very real) possibility that we either overlooked relevant

papers, or incorrectly classified some of the results, it is arguably extremely unlikely that

revised numbers would change as much as necessary to provide support to the hypothesis.
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2.4 Analysis of data from DellaVigna and Pope 2022

The female-sensitivity hypothesis is described in [118] as an organizing principle to aid in

the interpretation of the empirical findings in the literature. As stated, the hypothesis would

encompass gender-difference results in areas as disparate as preferences for competition,

charitable giving, risk preference, or excuse-seeking behavior. Although the conjecture is

clearly too broad for any one experimental design to convincingly refute or support, data

reported in [139] provide an ideal petri dish in which to partially assess the hypothesis.

Specifically, it allows for multiple pairwise comparisons of men and women’s responses to

changes in experimental conditions within the same experimental framework and using the

same measure.

The paper is concerned primarily with understanding the stability and predictability

of results in behavioral economics. It analyzes data from real-effort, online experiments

with a total of more than 18,000 participants. Each subject performs an experimental

task (either repeatedly typing the letters “a” and “b” or coding World War II conscription

cards) under one of sixteen different behavioral treatments across five conditions (design

changes). The outcome of interest is the ranking of the sixteen treatments in each of the

five conditions with respect to subject’s average effort, which is measured via rank order

correlations across the design changes. Additionally, the authors survey academic specialists,

graduate students, and participants in online experiments to investigate how predictable are

the effects of changes in the experimental design.

The sixteen behavioral treatments are meant to capture several previously studied ideas

to motivate effort. For example, four of the treatments involve varying the type of payment

(fixed payment versus piece rate) as well as varying the piece rate amounts, from very low

to very high. Other treatments adopt either a time preference incentive (payment in two

weeks versus in four weeks), a probabilistic incentive (50% chance of a small piece rate

versus 1% chance of a very high piece rate), or a charitable giving incentive (low versus

high piece rate for the Red Cross). Finally, there are also several treatments over purely

psychological incentives. For example, providing social comparisons, relative rankings, or by

highlighting the task significance. The changes in the design, on the other hand, are meant
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to reproduce modifications in the study protocol that, while often observed in practice, are

not directly related to the main research question. These encompass the type of task used,

the output measure, the presence or not of a consent form, the demographic characteristics

of the participants, and the geographic and cultural background – i.e., participants from

India versus the US.

Crucially for our purposes, both variation in their main treatments and in the design

give rise to variation in experimental conditions as defined here. For example, by comparing

men’s and women’s change in effort between the 1-cent and the 4-cent piece rate, or men’s

and women’s effort changes across different types if psychological effort motivators. One

could also consider comparing within treatments and between task types (typing keys versus

coding WWII conscription cards), though the difficulty here is that the tasks have different

outcomes and, potentially, different levels of noise, which would muddle the inference on

gender differences in effort response.

Unfortunately, data in DellaVigna and Pope (2022) does not contain a gender identifier

for every condition, so we are restricted to comparisons between the 16 main treatments

within two of the conditions (typing task and WWI cards). We conduct pairwise comparisons

of the effort change of male and female participants within treatments of the same type (i.e.,

piece rates, charitable giving, time preference, etc.), and separately for the typing and WWII-

cards tasks.7 Our final sample comprises 56 unique tests of differences in mean effort for

both men and women.

For an example of a pairwise comparison consistent with the female-sensitivity hypoth-

esis, consider the task of coding WWII cards under the treatments of no piece rate and

high piece rate (5 cents per coded card). Women exerted significantly more effort on the

high piece rate treatment compared to the treatment with no piece rate. Men, on the other

hand, coded more WWII cards under no piece rate compared to high piece rate, though the

difference is not significant.8 This is a clear example where women responded more strongly

than men to a change in experimental conditions.

7See Appendix E for a description of all the 56 pairwise comparisons.
8Women coded on average 55.2 cards in the treatment without piece rate and 62.1 cards in the treatment

with high piece rate (p = 0.038, two-sided t-test). Men coded 51.7 and 48.5 cards, respectively, for treatments
with no piece rate and with high piece rates (p = 0.475, two-sided t-test).
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Let us now consider the difference in average effort in the WWII-cards task between the

treatment with a high piece rate and the treatment with a very low piece rate (1 cent per 20

coded cards). Men’s average effort in the high piece rate treatment was significantly lower

than the average effort in the very low piece rate treatment. For female participants, average

effort was similar under both conditions, indicating that men are more responsive to this

change in experimental conditions.9

Finally, there are several cases for which men and women are equally responsive to

changes. For example, both men and women’s average effort in the a/b typing task increase

significantly from the treatment with no piece rate to the treatment with a very low piece

rate (1 cent per 1,000 points).10 That is, both female and male participants are equally

responsive to this specific change in experimental conditions.

Figure 5 plots the absolute value of the test statistic of a t-test on mean effort for each

of the 56 comparisons for men (y-axis) and women (x-axis). The sizes of the dots are

proportional to the total sample size for each pairwise comparison. If women were indeed

more sensitive to changes in experimental conditions, we would expect most of the points

to lie below the 45-degree line. As Figure 5 shows, however, the points are close to evenly

distributed in the graph, with a concentration of data points close to the 45-degree line.

As is becoming typical in laboratory and online experiments, women are oversampled in

the [139] experiments. As such, the distribution of the test statistics could be potentially

misleading. To account for that, we also compute the effect sized using the Cohen-d mea-

sure, which we report on Figure 2. As with Figure 1, we do not observe a concentration of

data points below the 45-degree line, which is what we would expect if the female-sensitivity

hypothesis was true. In fact, most of the points in Figure 2 lie below the 45-degree line, indi-

cating a stronger effort response to changes in experimental conditions for men rather than

women. The average effect size of changes in experimental conditions for male participants

is 0.275; it is 0.223 for female participants.

9Men coded on average 59.3 cards in the treatment with a very low piece rate and 48.5 cards in the
treatment with high piece rate (p = 0.001, two-sided t-test). Women coded 62.1 and 62.5 cards, respectively,
for treatments with a very low piece rate and with high piece rates (p = 0.901, two-sided t-test).

10Men scored on average 1451.3 points (correct types) in the treatment with no piece rate and 1856.9
points in the treatment with a very low piece rate (p = 0.000, two-sided t-test). Women averaged 1519.5
and 1872.8 points, respectively, for treatments with no piece rate and with very low piece rates (p = 0.000,
two-sided t-test).
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Figure 5: Scatter Plot of T-values for Test of Mean Effort Across Experimental Conditions

for Both Men and Women

Notes - Notes: Each dot corresponds to a pairwise comparison of mean effort across a change in an experimental condition.

The x-axis contains the absolute value of the test statistic for a t-test of the female subjects and the y-axis contains the absolute

value of the test statistic for a t-test of the male subjects. For ease of visualization, we top-coded the values at 8 for case

in which both men and women’s test statistics was greater than 8, which was the case in three pairwise comparisons. See

Figure D1 in Online Appendix D for a graph without the top-coding. If women were more sensitive to changes in experimental

conditions, we would expect most points to lie below the 45-degree line.

2.5 Discussion and Conclusion

In our final discussion, we turn to the question of how the dissemination of the female-

sensitivity hypothesis might have influenced researchers’ interpretation and emphasis of gen-

der difference results. We do this by reviewing a second set of papers, which we arrive at

in two steps. First, among the papers included in the main literature review, we restrict

attention to those that specifically mention the hypothesis as presented in the review paper

by Croson and Gneezy [118]. Second, we add studies that do not necessarily investigate

gender differences, but that contain literal quotes related to the hypothesis as described in
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Figure 6: Scatter Plot of Effect Sizes – Cohen’s D – on Effort Across Experimental Conditions

for Both Men and Women

Notes - Notes: Each dot corresponds to a pairwise comparison of mean effort across a change in an experimental condition.

The x-axis contains the absolute value of the Cohen’s-D effect size measure for female subjects and the y-axis contains the

absolute value of the of the Cohen’s-D effect size measure for male subjects. If women were indeed more sensitive to changes

in experimental conditions, we would expect most points to lie below the 45-degree line.

[118]. did not meet the criteria for the main literature review but that contain literal quotes

related to the hypothesis.11 Our goal is to provide a broader view of the impact of the

gender-responsiveness hypothesis on researchers’ interpretation of results.

For each paper, we classified it with regards to how it portrays the gender-responsiveness

result. A study is classified as neutral if it simply acknowledges the existence of the hypoth-

esis, without taking a stand or assuming it as a scientific fact. Alternatively, we classify it

as in favor if it either accepts it as a fact or argues that their own evidence concurs with

the stated conclusions. Finally, we classify the paper as against if it either presents the

hypothesis while casting doubt about its validity or argues that their own results provide

11As such, these studies are outside of the scope of our literature review. Indeed, most are non-experimental
papers.
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Table 8: Are Papers that Directly Mention the Female-sensitivity Hypothesis More Likely

to Agree with It?

Literature Review Sample Others (Literal Quotes

N % Total N % Total

(1) (2) (3) (4)

In Favor 23 60.5% 11 44%

Neutral 13 34.2% 10 40%

Against 2 5.3% 4 16%

Total 38 100% 25 100%

Notes - Notes: In Favor: studies which either accept it as a fact or argue that the paper’s evidence concurs with the conclusions

stated in CG. Neutral: studies which simply acknowledge the existence of the hypothesis, without taking a stand or assuming

it as a known fact. Against: studies which present the hypothesis while casting doubt about its validity or argue that the paper

provides direct evidence against the gender-responsiveness hypothesis.

direct evidence to the contrary.

We identified 63 studies that directly mention the gender-responsiveness hypothesis. Of

those, 38 were included in our original literature search. We summarize our findings in Table

8. As can be seen from Columns (1) and (3) of Table 8, and in sharp contrast with the results

from the main literature review, most of the citing papers agree with the female-sensitivity

hypothesis, namely that women are more responsive to changes in experimental conditions.

As alluded to before, the gender-differences literature also contains studies that purport

to directly test the sensitivity results of CG. [164] test the claim that women experience

emotions more strongly than men using online surveys and choices over hypothetical lotteries.

Their results support the hypotheses in that women’s emotions about outcomes are stronger

than men’s. In [134] participants are randomly paired and receive information about each

other’s gender via a pseudonym. Each participant then simultaneously chooses a piece-rate

or tournament scheme for a maze-solving task. The results show that women increase their

rate of tournament entry compared to baseline, whereas men don’t. Based on this result,
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the authors conclude that “as reported by Croson and Gneezy [118], women would be more

sensitive to the social context than men”. The other studies are [67] – men more sensitive –,

[277] – women more sensitive –, and [263] – women more sensitive. We should note, however,

that no single paper will be able to settle the question, as the stated hypothesis argues that

women are more sensitive without qualifications.

Why has the literature, for the most part, relied on those organizing principles when

interpreting experimental results? One possibility is that once a result gets traction in

the literature, it tends to get mainly positive reinforcement from other studies. If while

studying an unrelated question a researcher obtains a result that agrees with a well-known

hypothesis, it will get nominally cited and reinforced. On the other hand, if evidence is found

that contradicts a well-known claim, it will tend to not be highlighted as such. To negate a

well-regarded result or statement, one would need considerably more evidence (for example,

like we are doing here) than an ancillary result from an otherwise unrelated work. However,

a comparable ancillary result that coincides with the hypothesis might be more easily cited,

as it wouldn’t be as heavily scrutinized.

We intend this paper to be read as a motivation for more research into this topic. Fu-

ture work should investigate which domains and types of experiments give rise to gender

differences in responsiveness to experimental conditions – and in which direction.
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3.0 The Experimenters’ Dilemma: Inferential Preferences over Populations

(Joint with Luca Rigotti and Alistair Wilson)

We compare five populations commonly used in experiments by economists and other so-

cial scientists: undergraduate students at a physical location (lab), undergraduate students

in a virtual setting (v-lab), Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk), CloudResearch approved

list (Cloud-R) of MTurk workers, and Prolific. The comparison is made along three dimen-

sions: the noise in the data due to inattention, the cost per observation, and the elasticity

of response. We draw samples from each population, examining decisions in four one-shot

games with varying tensions between the individual and socially efficient choices. When

there is no tension, where individual and pro-social incentives coincide, noisy behavior ac-

counts for 55% of the observations on MTurk, 17% on Prolific, 16% on Cloud-R, and 14%

and 22% for the lab and v-lab respectively. Taking costs into account, if noisy data is the

only concern Prolific dominates the lab from an inferential power point of view, combining

relatively low noise with a cost per observation one fifth of the lab’s. However, because the

lab population is more sensitive to treatment, across our main PD game comparison the lab

still outperforms both Prolific and MTurk.

3.1 Introduction

Economic experiments have become a key tool for uncovering facets of economic decision-

making that would be veiled in naturally occurring data. Over the previous half-century,

the dominant paradigm was the laboratory experiment: a set of typically undergraduate

participants are recruited to a fixed time-slot at a physical location, where a tailored set of

monetary incentives are then offered to examine and identify the economic hypothesis. But

in the last decade,, a number of online populations have emerged for conducting economic

experiments. These online populations offer an array of positives: greater convenience, lower

barriers to entry, large number of participants and greater representativeness. Moreover, for
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researchers with finite budgets they offer another boon: a typically much-lower costs per

observation than for the equivalent lab studies. However, not all of these benefits come

for free, and one concern that is often raised is of the experimenter having reduced control

over the participants on these online populations. As participants recruited from online

populations will take part in the study on their own devices, and often at their own pace,

their divided attention and an incentive to complete the study as quickly as possible can

potentially leading to noisier data. In contrast, in laboratory studies distractions and the

the timing of the study can typically be controlled, though normally with the greater time

commitments and required focus having higher participant payments.

Prompted by some of these trade-offs across experimental populations, in this paper we

try to assess the inferential bang for your buck obtained, running a horse-race across five

different populations using a common task. The exercise starts out with a simple motivating

idea: an experimenter is attempting to measure a qualitative treatment-effect, to be identified

through a difference in means. However, the experimenter has a fixed budget of $Y to spend.

While recruiting from the lab sample might have low noise, the costs per observation will be

expensive, and so she will get a smaller sample size. In contrast, while an online population

might have noisier responses washing out some of the treatment effects, the lower costs per

observation might mean that she can have a much larger sample. By assessing our five

populations over the inferential power to detect the treatment effect, and scaling the per

participant payments to those representative of the population, we try to examine these

tradeoffs directly. Our results can therefore help experimenters identify the merits of each

population through a clear inferential lens.

Our first population is a standard laboratory study, with undergraduate students re-

cruited to come to a physical lab. Our second populations also recruits from undergraduate

university student however they participate in the experiment online. Our other three popu-

lations use online participants: MTurk, likely the most ubiquitous online labor populations;

Cloud-R, a subset of MTurk workers selected through various measures of attention and

data quality by the platform; and Prolific, an emerging platform with a more curated set of

participants.1

1The exact procedure for selecting the approved list of participants is not disclosed by CloudResearch
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Using a set of simple two-player strategic choices we compare the five populations over

cost per observation and noise in decision-making - considering noise as the proportion of

decision-makers that act independently of incentives. We measure noise in two games where

participants lack any effective strategic tension: self-interested behavior is entirely coincident

with pro-social behavior. Taking as given that participants have underlying preferences that

are increasing in both their own and the total payoffs, decisions against both self-interest

and efficiency identify inattentive participants.2

We also compare populations across two games that embed an hypothesis with extensive

prior evidence. We use this comparison to refine our question: given a fixed budget, which

population is preferred by a researcher interested in making a qualitative directional infer-

ence? Here we use a canonical trade-off between efficiency and own-payoff, with both games

having a prisoner’s dilemma (PD) structure. Reflecting a literature that emphasizes partial

cooperation, engaging cooperatively so long as the trade-offs between own-payoff and social

efficiency are not too large, our chosen games vary the relative temptation to defect. We

use the prior literature to form expectations over the size of the treatment effect, and thus

induce the experimenter’s preference over populations via the inferential power in a test of

the differences in play across the two games.

Summarizing, we parameterize each experimental population with two properties: (i)

the cost per independent observation; and (ii) the size of the attenuation over the treatment

effect. We then form the experimenter’s preference as if setting up a standard choice problem:

drawing both iso-power contours under a fixed budget (analogous to the indirect utility)

and the dual iso-budget contours under a fixed power level (analogous to the expenditure

function). The attention effect is further decomposed between the effect due to inattention

and inelasticity of response across the two games.

Our results confirm that the problem is not trivial. 55 percent of the MTurk partici-

pants make decisions that are entirely independent of the induced incentive (either through

random choice, or choosing the first-available choice), but their average observation costs

but their claim on the publicly available website claims a strict vetting criteria while keeping their list to be
demographically representative of the overall MTurk population.

2Moreover, a separate source of variation in our experiments manipulates the first-listed option, thus
creating a frame orthogonal to incentives. As such, we can decompose the extent to which participants in
each population choose randomly across decisions, or simply choose the first-listed option available to them.
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is $3.01. A the other extreme, the average observation costs in the physical laboratory is

$22.08, but noisy behavior is only 14 percent. Holding constant the experiment’s budget,

the inferential power from a low-noise sample of 75 laboratory participants must be com-

pared to the inferential power from a high-noise sample of 550 participants on MTurk (or

540 and 380 low-noise participants on Cloud-R and Prolific respectively). Were attenuation

in treatment-effects purely driven by the inattentive proportion we find that Cloud-R and

Prolific are the clearly dominant populations, followed by MTurk, and then closely together

lab and v-lab samples as the least effective.

But the proportion of inattentive/noisy participants is not the entire story. The two

online populations on unrestricted MTurk and Prolific also exhibit reduced elasticity of

response: a smaller effect-size under the same induced treatment. Factoring in this reduced

quantitative size of the response, MTurk and Prolific populations end up having diminished

inferential power relative to the laboratory. For example, despite low cost per observation

and relatively high attentiveness on Prolific, this sample is just too inelastic with a near

negligible response to a shift in the PD tensions. What the literature led us to think of as

a moderately sized exogenous treatment for the lab ends up being far too subtle for these

online samples. On the other hand, the Cloud-R sample maintains its dominance over the

lab samples both terms of noise as well as responsiveness to the treatment where the size of

the treatment effect is close to the prediction.

Some of our results are likely specific to social dilemmas, and the potentially higher level

of attention required in strategic settings. However, the environments we examine are simple

enough that the very noisy data from MTurk points to that population as being dominated by

more-curated online populations such as Cloud-R and Prolific. Despite Prolific being almost

50 percent more expensive per observation, the additional signal more than compensates

for this. Particularly for very stark economic comparisons, the ability to collect many,

many observations favors online populations such as Cloud-R and Prolific which consistently

dominate the lab. However, our study also points to a potential benefit of laboratory samples.

Despite the expense, for more-nuanced hypotheses or more-complicated environments, lab

samples may well be preferable given their ability to consistently retrieve sensible outcomes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 3.2 summarizes the related literature
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and highlights our contributions, section 3.3 discusses our experiment design, incentives,

implementation, and lays out the qualitative comparative hypothesis across all five samples.

Section 3.4 presents results for the hypothesis while section 3.5 compares the five populations

from the lens of inferential power and 3.6 concludes.

3.2 Related Literature

A number of studies have compared MTurk and laboratory population, primarily focused

on whether empirical regularities observe in the lab can be replicated. Our paper novelty

is in both adding three more populations to this comparison (Virtual Lab, CloudResearch

Approved it, and Prolific) but also in making the focus more explicitly on the effective power

on each population, taking into account researchers’ financial constraints. In particular, we

consider how the possibilities for many more independent observations from cheaper online

populations interaction with the potential for noisier data, or a more inelastic response.

One of the earliest works examining the use of MTurk in online experiments is [299],

replicating three classical behavioral economics results (the Asian disease, Linda and Physi-

cian problems), and finding no significant differences between the populations. Along similar

lines, [218] find no significant differences in cooperation between an MTurk sample and the

experimental lab literature on one-shot PD games. In [196] an MTurk sample replicates

standard decision-making biases.3 More recently, [347] suggests that strict exclusion crite-

rion for “problematic” participants can reduce statistical noise without introducing sampling

bias. In [24] the researchers uncover the same basic behavioral patterns of cooperation and

punishment in a repeated public good experiment in both the lab and MTurk, even though

dropout can be a challenge for conducting interactive experiments on MTurk.

[335] elicit and compare a battery of behavioral attributes using a survey administered

to an entire undergraduate cohort, a self-selected lab sample, and a representative sample

of US online participants recruited from MTurk. While they look at many different behav-

3MTurk participants exhibit: (i) present bias; (ii) risk-aversion for gains and risk-seeking for losses; (iii)
show delay/expedite asymmetries; and (iv) show the certainty effect.
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iors, their elicitation does includes two one-shot PD games (though with the same effective

incentives). Similar to our findings, they do find significant differences in cooperation levels

across populations for the PD game, with the online sample being more cooperative, however

they do find comparable comparative statics across populations across many other behaviors.

Their other overarching results are that behavioral characteristics are similarly correlated

across populations and that noise (as measured by difference in response for duplicate elici-

tations) is higher for online populations. We confirm this last result when it comes to MTurk

but not for Cloud-R or Prolific, though our own measures of noise are based on responses

to a more-basic check of rationality and a response to a frame change. Our focus is also

switched, where we take as given that the effect, and instead focus on the effective power of

the population under a fixed researcher budget.

Our findings match growing concerns over a potential decline in the quality of MTurk

data over the past two years. The literature highlights limitations of MTurk including, but

not limited to, anticipation of deception by researchers, repeated participation in similar

tasks leading to knowledge acquisition and a resultant change in behavior, unmeasurable

attrition and programmed bots [205, 108]. [27] identify MTurk workers as being more likely

to fail attention checks designed to measure haste and carelessness in responses than college

students (though our measures of noise are on a sample that has successfully passed an

understanding quiz). Some of our results echo this, and make this more concrete through

our focus on inferential power. While we do find low inferential power for data from both

MTurk and Prolific, our noise measures point to Prolific as being close to the laboratory

levels. Instead, the low-power on Prolific seems to come about through an inelastic response,

where the population in general offers much more promise. CloudResearch approved list of

participants on the other hand circumvent both these concerns where we find low noise as

well as elastic responses to the treatment variation.

3.3 Experiment Design

Our experiment has core 5 × 4 × 2 design over:
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Population We use five populations: (i) students recruited from the University of Pitts-

burgh’s undergraduate population (the Lab sample); (ii) again students recruited from

the University of Pittsburgh undergraduate population but now in a virtual lab setting

where the entire experiment was conducted online (the V-Lab sample); (iii) online work-

ers recruited from Amazon’s online marketplace Mechanical Turk (the MTurk sample);

(iv) Cloud Research approved online workers recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk

(the Cloud-R sample); (v) online workers recruited from Prolific (the Prolific sample).4

Strategic environment We ask participants to make a binary choice across four sym-

metric two-player games (with payoffs provided in Table 9. While our experiment uses

an A/B action labeling, we use a C(ooperate)/D(efect) labeling in the paper as all four

games have joint cooperation as the socially efficient outcome.

Irrelevant Frame The frame variable changes the order in which the actions are presented

to subjects, permuting the ordering of the C and D actions in the presented game tables.

3.3.1 Incentives and Implementation

Our design collects data across 10 between-subject treatments, the five populations and

the frame-change over the ordering of the cooperate/defect decision. Each participant is

asked to submit their choice between the two actions (A or B) in all four games presented

to them in a random order. We present games to participants as a table with four rows (one

for each possible action profiles) ordered as AA, AB, BA, BB for the self/other action. The

re-framing therefore moves the socially efficient CC entry from the top entry in the table

(labeled AA in the experiment) to the bottom entry (labeled BB).

For our horse-race between the five populations, our initial plans were for a budget of

$1,500 per population. However, our lab study was run first, and ended up being more

expensive at just over $1,600. We therefore match all other samples to this approximate

budget. Within this population budget, we then spend the money across the C-first/D-first

frames at a two-to-one ratio (in case pooling the samples was not an option for the lab

4CloudResearch was formerly known as TurkPrime, providing tools for online study recruitment. The
M-Turk sample is also collected using CloudRearch while targeting the broader M-Turk worker population
and not limiting to the “approved list”.
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Table 9: Experiment Design

Panel A Payoff πi on action (ai, aj)

(C,C) (C,D) (D,C) (D,D)

Game PD1 $21 $2 $28 $8

Game PD2 $19 $8 $22 $9

Game Σ-DOM1 $17 $12 $16 $10

Game Σ-DOM2 $15 $16 $10 $11

Panel B Participants & Expenditure

Lab V-Lab MTurk Cloud-R Prolific

Participants:

C-first frame 50 50 368 374 250

D-first frame 24 24 180 167 135

Total 74 74 548 541 385

Expenditure:

Total $1,634.00 $1,609.30 $1,647.32 $1,746.90 $1,679.76

Per observation $22.08 $21.75 $3.01 $3.23 $4.36

Notes - Participant numbers exclude those who failed to answer comprehension questions correctly. However, total expenditure

includes fixed-payments made to participants who are dismissed on account of over-booking of sessions for the university samples

as well as to those dismissed from the online studies for answering the comprehension question incorrectly.

sample).5

In our lab sample consists of undergraduate students recruited at the University of Pitts-

burgh. Participants are offered a $6 fixed fee, and are randomly paid for one decision over the

four games after being matched to an anonymous partner.6 Payments for the selected game

5Focusing purely on the average earnings of the participants (so excluding fees and other costs) divided
by the average time taken to complete each study, the effective wage rates are remarkably similar. Across
the lab, V-Lab, MTurk, Cloud-R and Prolific the effective wage rates are $31.66, $31.13, $31.81, $38.27 ,
and $40.25 per hour, respectively.

6The experiment is programmed in oTree ([106] and conducted at the Pittsburgh Experimental Economics
Laboratory (PEEL).
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are determined by payoffs shown in Table 9. In total our expenditure for the 74 laboratory

observations was $1,624, where this figure includes $72 spent on show-up fees for unused

participants.7 This sample was collected right before the pandemic hit, and the sessions

were run in person.

The virtual lab experiment follows the in-person lab experiment very closely, where

participants are again recruited from University of Pittsburgh undergraduate population.

This experiment is however conducted entirely online and follows online protocols mirroring

the in-person protocols [126]. The total expenditure to collect 74 observations was $1,609.30

with the per observation cost being $21.73.12.8

The per-observation cost for the university student samples are about $22. While we

could have offered these incentives to the online participants of MTurk, Clour-R, and Prolific,

this would have represented a substantial break from the norm on these platforms. As our

aim is to match the effective incentives being offered on each population and to account for

this in inference, we scale down the incentives for our online populations substantially.

Participants in the MTurk sample are given a $0.50 fixed fee and a further $0.50 if they

correctly answer a comprehension question to show that they understand the instructions.9,10

While payments within each game table exactly matches the lab sample, as given in Table

9, payments are scaled down in the likelihood of payment. Pairs of participant are paid for

their decisions from one of the four game tables with a 10 percent probability.11 In total

7Our methodology here is to include all variable costs for a study incurred by the researcher. One possible
critique here is that we do not account for the financial costs of setting up and running the PEEL lab, where
our approach is to treat these as sunk costs. As such, inferential comparisons across populations are from
the point of view of a researcher who has free access to a turn-key lab space.

8Total expenditure from virtual lab (V-Lab) includes $1.30 - the cost of deploying the experiment using
Heroku. The cost also includes show-up fee of $6 paid to all those participants who showed to an already
full session of the experiment.

9Subjects who failed to answer the comprehension questions are not asked about game decisions and are
excluded from out count of N and analysis. However the $0.50 costs for these subjects as well as the fees
for Amazon (20%) and Cloud Research [?, 4% of fixed fee]]litman2017turkprime are included in the total
expenditure.

10The MTurk experiment is coded using Qualtrics and participants are recruited using Cloud Research
where participants are restricted to a standard subsample: those located within the US, with a 95% or better
approval rate.

11Our instructions give participants a clear rule used to conduct randomizations, where all draws are made
using public randomization outside of the researchers’ control (here public state lottery drawn the evening
after the decisions are recorded). Moreover, participants are told that if selected for payment they would
be matched to another payment participant, where the final bonus-payment would be determined by the
choices of both payment participants’ choices. As such, conditional on payment, the externalities and lottery
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our MTurk sample contains data from 548 individuals with a total cost of $1,649 ($3 per

participant).

Next, our Prolific sample follows an identical process for the marginal incentives and

game payment as the MTurk sample. However, rules for the platform requires a larger

minimum payment, so we increased the fixed payment to $1.60.12,13,14 The total expenditure

on Prolific was $1,680 for 385 observations. The Cloud-R experiment on the other hand

was same as the MTurk experiment in incentives as well as implementation, where the only

difference is in terms of the populations. Instead of opening the experiment to the entire pool

of MTurk workers we imposed a recruitment restriction of only allowing the approved list of

MTurk workers as identified by the Cloud Research platform. The total cost for the Cloud-R

sample of 541 participants came out to be $1,746 with per observation cost of $3.23.15

Our overall plan embeds an essential question: given the differential costs for each ob-

servation, and the potential quality differences in the data collected, which population is

superior? MTurk offers the potential for the largest number of observations given a fixed

budget. However, it is also potentially the noisiest. On the other extreme, the laboratory is

the most expensive per observation. The question is whether this additional expense is war-

ranted through higher quality data or do vetted pools of online participants such as Prolific

and the Cloud Research approved list reduce the noise and improve inferential power.

over the four games are identical to our lab study.
12Participants failing the comprehension check receive the fixed payment, but are not given the marginal

incentive. The total expenditure includes the costs for these participants as well as the 33% fee imposed by
the platform.

13We conducted a pilot of 20 participants on Prolific to understand the median time taken, where the
minimum fixed-fee payment was a function of this time. However, the marginal incentives for this pilot
were higher and the fixed fee lower). For the sake of comparability, neither this pilot data, nor its cost are
considered in our analysis.

14The Prolific experiment was also programmed using Qualtrics and implemented directly on the Prolific
platform

15While using the approved list feature on Cloud Research is free of cost, the cost of using the platform
increased to 10% from the earlier 4% in the MTurk experiment. The cost of Cloud-R sample includes the
payment to participants, Amazon fees of 20% levied on all participant payments and the 10% of the fixed fee
paid to the participants collected by Cloud Research platform. The total cost here also includes the fixed fee
paid to participants who incorrectly answered the comprehension question but excludes these participants
from the total N
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3.3.2 Hypothesis

We first outline the features of the games subjects play. All four games are dominance

solvable in terms of individual payoffs (relabeling the standard notion of strict dominance):

Definition 1 (i-Dominated action). Action a is i-dominated if there exists another action

a′ that gives player i higher payoff for any action of the other players.

The i-dominant action profile (also the Nash action profile) is to defect in games PD1 and

PD2 and cooperate in Σ-DOM1 and Σ-DOM2. However, there is a large body of evidence

suggesting that many individuals’ preferences are other-regarding and sensitive to social

efficiency. This evidence shows that many individuals choose i-dominated actions if these

choices improve efficiency (as measured by the sum of payoffs). As such, a stronger version

of dominance can be based on individual and total payoffs:

Definition 2 (Σ-Dominated action). Action a is Σ-dominated if there exist another action

a′ such that a is i-dominated by a′, and the sum of the players’ payoffs is smaller for a than

for a′ for any action of the other players.

Games Σ-DOM1 and Σ-DOM2 are constructed so that the D action is Σ-dominated,

and this action choice is thus hard to justify with almost any other-regarding preference.16

Taking as given that participants from all populations are driven by a preference that is

strictly increasing in both the own and social payoff, the only justification for Σ-dominated

behavior is therefore that the agent does not fully understand the environment.

These two games therefore provide our first measure of attentiveness in each population,

where our null hypothesis is therefore that:

Hypothesis 1 (Dominated-play null). The five populations have similarly small proportions

of Σ-dominated play.

Our second measure for the quality of choices across the five populations is based on

the response to the framing variable. A change in the order in which actions are presented

changes nothing with respect to the offered incentives. One plausible bias for inattentive

16Game Σ-DOM1 is designed to satisfy an even stronger ordering over unilateral deviations: the Pareto
order. However, we do not find that this has any additional predictive content, so we focus purely on
Σ-Dominance.
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participants is that they move as quickly as possible through the offered choices by selecting

the first-available option. A comparison of cooperation rates in the Σ-DOM game pair across

the frame change therefore identifies this feature, where we would expect greater cooperation

in our main treatments where C is the first listed option.

Hypothesis 2 (Reframing null). The five populations have the same cooperation rates across

the re-framing.

Our first two hypotheses are about assessing the degree of inattentiveness, using choices

where we can say that one option—separate from preferences which may legitimately vary

across populations option—is a priori dominated. Our final hypothesis is more nuanced, and

instead concerns behavior between games PD1 and PD2, where we change the intensity of

the prisoner’s dilemma tensions.

To form our hypothesis we make use of a parametric index known as the Rapoport

ratio [?, cf.]]rapoport1967note, which has been shown to be predictive of cooperation. The

Rapoport ratio is given by a function of the PD-game payoffs:

ρ =
πi(C,C) − πi(D,D)

πi(D,C) − πi(C,D)
.

The behavioral literature indicates that the frequency of cooperation is increasing with this

ratio. In this current experimental setting, games PD1 and PD2 have Rapoport ratio’s of

0.50 and 0.71, respectively. As such we would expect cooperation rates to be greater in PD2

than PD1, and the aim of inference will be to identify a significant directional effect. Across

our five populations we can therefore specify the directional comparative-static that such an

experiment might set out to uncover within each population:

Hypothesis 3 (PD comparative static). Following the Rapoport ratio prediction, each of

the five populations will have more cooperation in game PD2 than PD1.

3.4 Results

We now outline the three core results from the experiment, before presenting them in

detail: (i) The laboratory, CloudResearch approved list, and Prolific samples are similar over
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the fraction of participants making Σ-dominated choices (∼10 percent), while this proportion

is slightly larger for the virtual lab sample (∼ 16percent) it is much larger in the MTurk

sample (∼37 percent); (ii) Changing the order of actions has no significant effects in the

lab, Cloud-R, and Prolific samples, while the V-Lab and MTurk samples exhibit a 19 and

16 percentage point swing respectively in favor of the first-listed choice; (iii) All five samples

detect a significant proportion of participants who choose a fully selfish i-dominant strategy

profile in the four games and moreover, the lab and V-Lab samples exhibit a standard

response to increasing trade-offs between self and other as a drop in proportion of participants

choosing to cooperate going from PD1 to PD2. However, we find this effect to be slightly

smaller for the Cloud-R sample, MTurk and Prolific samples are essentially inelastic on this

margin, with much stronger other-regarding behavior. We outline these results in detail

below.

We highlight the core results in Figure 7 where (A) illustrates the Σ-dominated choice

profiles and (B) shows the change in cooperation rates between PD1 and PD2 across the

five samples.17 The arrows in both panels indicate the direction and magnitude of change in

participant proportions in the respective illustration when we move from listing C to listing

D as the first action.

The Figure shows the rate at which individuals in the experiment make an obvious

mistake with respect to the offered incentives i.e., choose the Σ-dominated actions. The pro-

portion of participants choosing the σ-dominated actions is not statistically distinguishable

between lab, v-lab, Cloud-R, and Prolific samples with approximately 12% of participants

make a defect choices in the last two games. In contrast, for the MTurk sample this rate

grows to more than one-in-three, significantly different from all other samples.18 Moreover, as

we explain next, even this number is perhaps an underestimate of the fraction of participants

making choices orthogonal to the incentives.

The arrows in Figure 7(a) show the change in the participant proportion exhibiting a

Σ-dominated choice when we move from listing C to listing D as the first action. The largest

effects are in the V-lab and MTurk sample,s where listing the D-action first leads to a 19.2

17Table F1 in the Appendix provides detailed results.
18p < 0.001 for the pair-wise tests of proportions between MTurk and all four populations
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Figure 7: Results by population

(a) Σ-dominated individual choice (b) PD comparative statics

Notes - Panel (a): Error-bars indicate binomial-exact 95-percent confidence intervals for the proportion, where Arrows indicate

the change over the framing variable when the C action is presented after the D action. Panel (b): Bars show the difference

between cooperation in PD2 and PD1, with the arrows indicating the change; given p-values for participant-clustered tests for

differences in proportion against one-sided alternative.

and 16.3 percentage points increase in the Σ-dominated fraction respectively (p = 0.37 and

p < 0.001 on a test of proportions respectively for v-lab and MTurk ). Despite successfully

passing the screen questions—where participants must demonstrate their understanding of

the game incentives or be kicked out—approximately one half of the MTurk sample make

choices that indicate little awareness of the induced games. While approximately a third of

this effect can be attributed to participants choosing the D action in games Σ-DOM1 and

Σ-DOM2 simply because it is the first-listed option, the result still indicates that just under

half of the sample makes choices that are orthogonal to the offered incentives. In contrast,

despite similar costs per observation on Cloud-R and Prolific, the rates of such mistakes in

these populations seems to be at most 15 percent, and we lack statistical power to say that

it is even different from the laboratory.

We summarize these first two results as follows:
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Result 1 (Σ-Dominance). The MTurk sample exhibits significantly more choices that violate

any other-regarding preference that seeks to maximize efficiency than the other four popula-

tions. The lab, virtual lab, Cloud-R and, Prolific samples are not significantly different based

on this data-quality measure.

Result 2 (Response to frame). The virtual lab and MTurk samples exhibit significantly more

choices that select the first-listed option. While there is also a small effect for the Prolific

sample, the effect is only marginally significant. We do not detect any effect in the Cloud-R

and lab samples from the re-framing.

The focus of the above is on measuring the extent to which choices are being driven by

mistakes - essentially any non-designed feature of the strategic environment that is orthogonal

to the economic payoff variables. We now examine comparisons that may be more indicative

of preference differences across the population. We focus on the difference between our two

prisoners’ dilemma games, PD1 and PD2. The prediction based on the behavioral literature

(primarily lab-based studies) is that large proportion of participants will exhibit a form of

partial cooperation, defecting in the first game but cooperating in the second.

Across the five samples, the comparative static as change in cooperation rate between

PD1 and PD2 is summarized in Figure 7 (b) The arrows in the Figure show the change

in the cooperation rate between the two games. Prior literature (see the data in [102])

suggests this change should be about 14 percent. The lab and virtual lab samples yield

similar magnitudes, and are similar to each other.

In contrast, the MTurk and Prolific samples show smaller rates, both significantly differ-

ent from the 14 percent prediction on each. The Cloud-R is closest to the prediction from

the literature with 12.9 percent. Comparing the five populations, We find the lab and v-lab

samples to be similar which are then followed by Cloud-R with a relatively smaller magni-

tude of response. The MTurk and Prolific samples on the other hand exhibit inelasticity

in responses. Moreover, we reject equality of the proportions when we compare the lab to

MTurk and Prolific (p = 0.011 for MTurk and p = 0.045 for Prolific), but we cannot reject

equality between the lab and Cloud-R sample (p = 0.161).

Result 3 (Behavior Comparison). The lab, virtual lab and cloud research approved samples
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replicate the literature finding, with a substantial dropoff in cooperation between games PD2

and PD1, whereas this pattern is not found in either the Prolific or Mturk data.

3.5 Inferential Preferences

While the lab and v-lab samples replicate the standard comparative static over the

Rapoport ratio, they do so with a relative lack of power due to the more substantial cost

per observation. Cloud-R sample on the other retrieves this standard comparative static at

a significantly lower cost per observation. In contrast, the MTurk and Prolific samples show

a close-to-zero effect over the PD comparison, despite what should be much greater power

even if the effect were substantially attenuated. What then can we conclude?

3.5.1 Framework

We use our PD comparative static hypothesis to generate a horse race between the

populations, by examining their inferential power. Given that decisions are binary, tests

over the difference across PD1 and PD2 are simply a function of the observed cooperation

rates in each game and the sample size N .19 The T -statistic for a test of a null effect between

the two games for two samples of size N with cooperation rates of P1 and P2 is given by:

T (P1, P2, N) =

√
N · (P2 − P1)√

(P1 + P2)
(
1 − P1+P2

2

)
For a qualitative alternative hypothesis that there is more cooperation in game PD2, we

would therefore want the T -statistic to be greater than approximately 1.64 to attain signifi-

cance at 95 percent confidence (or 90 percent on the two-sided alternative).

Modeling the number of cooperation decisions within the sample N · P1 and N · P2,

as binomial draws with true proportions p1 and p2, respectively, it is therefore possible to

calculate the likelihood that one would make a type-II error on this T -test when the two

19Greater statistical power can be generated if we also use the within-subject nature of the data, however,
for simplicity we focus on a more-standard between-subject comparison
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populations are in fact different. Using the [102] data, if the true cooperation rates for games

PD1 and PD2 are 0.48 and 0.65, respectively, then the power of the test is a direct function

of the sample-size N .20 Given a fixed experimental budget, all else being equal, whichever

population has the cheapest observations would yield the greatest power.

The previous conclusion, however, assumes populations are equally noisy while we have

shown in the previous section this is not the case. There is a general wariness of online

samples, with the thought that reduced control—for example, the ability for participants

to multi-task while taking part in the study—leads to a larger proportion of participants

being inattentive, or unresponsive to the economic treatment. To model this, we consider

a population as having two fundamental properties: a dollar cost per observation c; and a

noise/attenuation parameter γ. The population cost per observation is from the point of view

of the experimenter. The population attenuation parameter γ affects the population-level

expected behavior in PD game j, attenuating it towards a coin flip via γ · 1
2
+(1−γ)·pj.21 Each

population identifies a particular bundle of cost per observation and attenuation parameter.

For each of these bundles, we think of the experimenter’s problem through the lens

of a consumer-choice-like problem, with statistical power in place of utility. Population A

is preferred to population B if it provides greater statistical power under a fixed research

budget. Populations are characterized by a cost/noise pair (c, γ), leading to a well-defined

probability of making a Type-II error on the T -stat in (3.5.1).22. Using the idea that the

experimenter’s preferences are represented by statistical power (the probability of not making

a type-II error) in Figure 8 we indicate indifference curves in (c, γ)-space for Hypothesis

3. In particular in panel (A) we indicate iso-power contours under a fixed experimental

budget ($1,650, the approximate budget in our experiments), analogous to thinking about

20We estimate this from [102] via a logit model with the Rapoport ratio as the sole predictor. The
estimated model predicts a cooperation rate given by:

Coop(ρ) =
1

1 + 5.66 · e−3.32ρ
.

21The parameter γ here represents any form of attenuation. While one obvious source of attenuation here
is inattention to the experimental environment, the parameter can also be interpreted as reduction in the
elasticity of response within the population, as this will also reduce the quantitative size of the treatment
response.

22We calculate the affordable sample size N from the total budget, while the sample proportions P1 and
P2 are both attenuated towards 12 at the rate γ
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Figure 8: experimenter inferential preferences: Noise versus Cost

(a) Iso-Power Contours ($1,650 budget) (b) Iso-Budget Contours (90% power)

Notes - Panel (a) shows iso-power contours (where labels indicate the probability of rejecting null) for an experiment with a

$1,650 budget, while panel (b) shows iso-budget contours for a test with 90 percent power using a two-sample t-test on the PD

cooperation rates with population variables derived from [102].

the indirect utility function in consumer choice. In panel (B) we indicate iso-budget lines

under a fixed power level (90 percent), analogous to the expenditure function in the dual

consumer choice problem.

Both γ and c are ‘bads’ from the experimenters point of view, and satisfy local non-

satiation. As such, better populations have the smallest possible values for each, and the

experimenter’s preference is increasing as we move from the top-right to the bottom-left of

Figure 8. Rather than fixing the sample size N within each population we have instead

parameterized our experiments so that the per participant payments match standard rates

on each population, but where we fixed the overall budget. This design choice, alongside

the the identification of the population noise rates, allows us to run an inferential horse race

between our populations.

Essentially, we ask which populations lies on the researcher-best contour in Figure 8.
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For example, a sample with a cost per participant of $17.50 and no noise has 90 percent

power for our comparison of the PD games (the labels on each contour provide the type-

II error probability). However, inspecting the figure, an online sample with a $3 cost per

observation is preferable even when half of the sample is pure noise as this sample would have

99 percent power under the same total expenditure. Next we detail the incentives offered to

each population, and how budgets were determined.

3.5.2 Results

We first quantify the noise component across populations; this is the proportion of choices

that is made randomly and is entirely orthogonal from the offered incentives. We then

separate this component from what is potentially inelasticity in response, attenuation in the

effect size driven by participants in the online populations simply having different preferences.

To assess the pure noise effects we focus on the behavior in games Σ-DOM1 and Σ-

DOM2, where there is no real strategic tension, and suppose that there are three types. (i)

An inattentive type that chooses the first-listed option regardless of the offered incentives,

with measure γF in the population. (ii) an inattentive type that randomly chooses one of

the two options in each game regardless of the incentives, measure γR in the population. (iii)

An attentive type that responds to the incentives and satisfies Σ-dominance, with incidence

γΣ = 1 − γF − γR.

Using a simple mixture model over these three types, we estimate the mass on each of

the three types using the population samples.23 Our model estimates indicate:

Lab For the lab sample we estimate: γ̂F = 0.000, γ̂R = 0.144 and γ̂Σ = 0.856.

V-Lab For the v-lab sample we estimate: γ̂F = 0.000, γ̂R = 0.216 and γ̂Σ = 0.784.

Mturk For the MTurk sample we estimate: γ̂F = 0.107, γ̂R = 0.447 and γ̂Σ = 0.445.

Cloud-R For the Cloud-R sample we estimate: γ̂F = 0.000, γ̂R = 0.160 and γ̂Σ = 0.840.

Prolific For the Prolific sample we estimate: γ̂F = 0.022, γ̂R = 0.153 and γ̂Σ = 0.825.

23The structural model thereby accounts for a one-in-four chance that a random type that would be
classified as Σ-dominant.
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Thinking of the noise in the data simply due to inattentive participants, we find that

MTurk data is approximately 55 percent noise, so just 45 percent of the respondents make

choices driven by the offered economic incentives. In contrast, the signal component in the

data is 83 percent for the Prolific sample, 84 percent for the Cloud-R sample, 78 percent

for the v-lab sample and 86 percent for the laboratory sample (in the sense of satisfying

Σ-dominance).

While the proportion of random decisions is certainly large in the MTurk sample, each

observation is very cheap. At $22 per lab observation, we can collect seven MTurk observa-

tions for every one in the lab. As such, if the minority of the MTurk sample that is incentive

responsive has a similarly sized response over the two PD games to the prior literature, then

the Mturk sample would dominate the lab sample in power terms. At a cost per observa-

tion of $3.01 and an attenuation effect of 55.5 percent the MTurk population should still

have 88 percent power for detecting a response when comparing behavior in the PD games,

compared to 75.3 percent power for the lab sample (at 14.4 percent noise). Both would be

clearly dominated by observations from the curated online Cloud-R and Prolific populations

given their low noise and low cost per observation.

The curves in Figure 9(b) represent iso-power contours over populations with (c, γ) where

we maintain the prior-literature effect sizes as the true effect size. Each line therefore repre-

sents the equivalent population to lab (blue), v-lab (green), MTurk (purple-triangle), Cloud-

R (purple-star) and Prolific (orange) samples where the labeled points indicate our estimates

for each population. The curve tells us that at 19.5 percent attenuation Prolific would still

be preferable to MTurk even if its cost per observation increased to $12.20. Alternatively,

fixing the current MTurk cost the noise would have to shrink to 32.6 percent to match the

Prolific sample’s power. As such Cloud-R emerges as the winner here due to a noise level

comparable to Prolific and a smaller cost per observation of $3.23. All three online samples

would dominate the laboratory if their true effect sizes were similar to the prior lab literature.

However, noise due to inattention is not the sole factor to consider. Not only do we want a

large fraction of attentive participants that are responsive to offered incentives, we also need

that population to show an elastic response across our hypothesis.24 The true attenuation

24For example, see [23] who demonstrate that while a particular real-effort task does show a qualitative
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Figure 9: Population power

(a) Noise only (b) Noise and effect-size reduction

effects within the populations are an amalgam of both the noisy/inattentive participants,

and any reduction in the effect size.

The solid lines in Figure 9(b) represent the iso-power lines when we calculate the total

attenuation relative to the lab. Here we calculate the critical attenuation rate γ if the true

effect matches the lab response that produces the same power test given the realized average

response on each of our online populations. This substantially changes the ranking across our

populations. MTurk is entirely unresponsive as the realized levels actually have the opposite

sign from the hypothesis, and so full attenuation generates the most powerful test. In

contrast Prolific does show a small amount of power, but because the difference in cooperation

between games PD1 and PD2 is just 1 percentage point, the laboratory sample has much

greater power.25 When it comes to making inference over a relatively simple self/other

strategic tradeoff, while the Prolific sample does exhibit substantial internal consistency, the

response to incentives, the effect sizes are economically too small for it to be an effective tool.
25Exacerbating the effect, cooperation rates are closer to 50 percent, causing the maximal standard error

for a proportion test.
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quantitative response to the Rapoport ratio is tiny. On the other hand, Cloud-R sample

comes ahead again because of low noise paired with response to changes in the Rapoport

ratio comparable predicted effect size.

Given the observed behavior in two out of our three online samples, one possible conclu-

sion could be that some online samples do not respond to social-dilemma tensions in the same

way as laboratory participants do. As such, the Rapoport ratio finding may be a lab-specific

phenomenon. To examine this, and check that there is a response in more extreme games,

we ran a second robustness study on CloudResearch and Prolific. Recruiting a further set of

participants with a budget of about $500 (similar to the re-framed sample), we added two

PD games to the previous four games. These additional games ramp up the PD tensions,

so that the Rapoport ratios are 0.05 and 0.25 (the precise games are given in Appendix

F). Looking to [102] for the prior literature effect size, we estimate that a comparison of the

most extreme PD games (Rapport ratios of 0.71 and 0.05) in a lab sample should show a

cooperation reduction of 48 percentage points.

While the robustness sample on Cloud-R continued to show responsiveness to changed

incentives, we also find a more substantial effect in the second Prolific study. In the more-

extreme PD games the cooperation rate in this sample falls to 0.320, with a comparable

cooperation rate 0.584 in the least extreme PD game (see Appendix F for full analysis).26

While the difference in cooperation is now highly significant (p < 0.001), the 26 percentage

point reduction represent approximately half the effect size we would expect in the lab sample

over the same comparison. Modeling the lab as having an attenuation purely driven by noise

(0.144) and a cost per observation of $22, a comparison of the two most-extreme PD games

with a true cooperation rate difference of 48 percentage points yields a near certain test when

the budget is $1,650 (> 99.99 percent power). Despite a reduced effect size on Prolific, the

cheaper observations yield almost the same effect. A different way to see the results comes

from thinking about the dual problem: what is the experimental budget that yields a 95

percent power test in each population on this more-extreme comparison? A budget of $379

on Prolific yields the same 95 percent power test as a $484 budget in the laboratory.

Our results on the extended games suggest that online populations are capable of uncov-

26We cannot reject the original cooperation levels over PD1 and PD2, despite the increase to 6 choices.
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ering the same qualitative patterns as the laboratory. However, two caveats are appropriate

here. First, the substantial noise on MTurk suggests that more-curated populations are

likely superior (or that greater internal validity checks are required, where sub-sampling the

population substantially increases the cost of each valid MTurk observation). Second, the

elasticity of response to other-regarding tensions in some online populations can be much-

attenuated from previous lab samples. Under more-nuanced parameterizations, the online

populations’ response is simply too small to have power, where the lab sample shows much

greater response. If the aim is purely to uncover qualitative findings, or to gauge the order of

magnitude of an effect, the conclusion from our study is to eschew all subtlety. So long as the

parameterization can generate a moderate effect size, much greater power can be produced

by the smaller cost per observation.

On the flip-side of the coin, our study also points to the usefulness of the laboratory.

Lab participants whether physically present for the experiment or participating online con-

sistently show responses. In studies where the aim is to educe more nuanced findings—

calibrating a non-linear model say, where estimating curvature requires smaller step-size in

the treatments—the lab can play a useful role. Despite the expense per observation, the

combination of more-elastic response to shifts in the incentives and a low noise rates make

the lab a better tool. While our study has no variation in the level of complexity, the lab

offers a conducive environment for testing knottier economic hypotheses. By controlling

participants’ outside-option activities and removing distraction, lab samples allow for ex-

perimenters to induce more-complex artificial settings. While there is certainly a place for

online samples, given their low cost and ease of acquisition, a lack of control on attention

does seem to be a problem in some online populations.

3.6 Conclusions

We examine five populations for conducting experimental studies. Rather than a vali-

dation of comparative statics across the differing populations, we take a different tack. We

reflect ecological differences in the price for each observation and the noise in samples from
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each by constructing the experimenter’s preference over populations via inferential power.

That is, to what extent might one want to trade off some level of noise for much cheaper

observations, assuming the experimenter has a fixed budget to spend.

Our design measures both the noise in each population (which we attribute to inattention

through a weak assumption on preferences) and a more-nuanced hypothesis on the response

to social dilemma tensions. We fix the experimental budget on each population and, by

varying the scale of the incentives so that they match standard levels in each population, we

thereby vary the number of observations collected on each. We then assess the noisiness in

behavior and the extent to which each population replicates a standard comparative static

results from the literature.

Our findings indicate that even a small number of participants in the lab and the virtual

lab samples (with relatively expensive observation costs) replicate standard findings. How-

ever, two of the online samples with lower observation costs - MTurk and Prolific - do not.

Cloud-R on the other hand wins on this margin where we find that it replicates the standard

findings as well as has low cost per observation.

In terms of the proportion of noise in the data, laboratory sample both from the physical

lab and virtual lab, Cloud-R and Prolific have relatively low levels. In contrast, at 55 percent

our MTurk sample is particularly noisy, despite screens to ensure understanding. However,

even at this level of noise, the very cheap observations from MTurk should dominate the

laboratory from an inference point of view—though in pure terms of noise versus cost,

Cloud-R and Prolific dominates both.

However, beyond just noise, our lab samples consistently exhibit much greater elasticity

of response to treatment where the MTurk and Prolific samples are essentially inelastic on

that margin. Only one out of three online samples show dominance over the lab sample when

attenuation is accounted both in terms of noise as well as elasticity of response, generating an

overall doubt over the use of online populations. While these results may be specific to social

dilemmas—where our more-generalizable noise estimate clearly outline the power benefits of

Prolific samples—they outline that despite the expense per observation, lab samples can offer

greater power. However, we go on to show that by making the size of the treatment effect

larger Prolific can again dominate the lab in power terms, despite the reduced elasticity of
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response.

The very substantial noise in the MTurk sample may be a recent phenomenon (where

studies suggest the population has recently declined). However, our analysis suggests that

despite being the cheapest of the samples, MTurk offers a false economy. While almost 50

percent more expensive, Prolific observations offers substantially greater inferential power by

reducing noise. In fact, even a small increase in cost as posed by the use of CloudResearch

approved list of MTurk workers substantially improves inferential power obtained. While

there are domains where lab data is preferable, if an online population is to be sampled, our

study clearly indicates that more-curated populations such as CloudResearch approved list

of MTurk workers and Prolific are superior to general MTurk population.
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Appendix A Chapter 1: Worker and Evaluator Results

Figure A1: Average rate of success by worker demographic characteristics: Business

Notes - This figure shows average success rate by worker characteristics. Groups are divided based on demographic character-

istics as shown in Table 1. Error bars represent bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure A2: Average rate of success by worker demographic characteristics: Sports

Notes - This figure shows average success rate by worker characteristics. Groups are divided based on demographic character-

istics as shown in Table 1. Error bars represent bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.

Figure A3: Average rate of success by worker demographic characteristics: Video Games

Notes - This figure shows average success rate by worker characteristics. Groups are divided based on demographic character-

istics as shown in Table 1. Error bars represent bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure A4: Average perceived likelihood of success from experiment 2 split by worker demo-

graphic characteristics: Business

Notes - This figure shows average perceived likelihood of success from experiment 2 split by worker characteristics. Groups are

divided based on demographic characteristics as shown in Table 1. Error bars represent bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure A5: Average perceived likelihood of success from experiment 2 split by worker demo-

graphic characteristics: Sports

Notes - This figure shows average perceived likelihood of success from experiment 2 split by worker characteristics. Groups are

divided based on demographic characteristics as shown in Table 1. Error bars represent bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.
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Appendix B Chapter 1: Additional Tables - Employer

Table B1: Heterogeneous effects in evaluations with employers disregarding information

excluded - OLS with fixed effects

Rounds 4 to 6

Dependent Variable: Evaluation

Subgroup - More Subgroup - Less

(1) (2) (3) (4)

I(Female) -14.27*** -14.95*** -4.045*** -3.853***

(1.391) (1.504) (0.682) (0.723)

I(TempAA)*I(Female) 5.929*** 6.121*** 0.260 0.290

(1.860) (1.856) (0.962) (0.956)

Constant 67.30*** 64.93*** 68.98*** 66.36***

(0.653) (1.373) (0.340) (0.686)

N 1116 1116 2700 2700

Worker controls Yes Yes

Disregard excluded Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes - *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1; This table presents OLS regression results on evolution of beliefs about performance

elicited as evaluations on a scale of 0 to 100. The estimation uses a fixed effects model where each group comprises a single

round where an employer makes decisions over 4 resumes. Subgroup - More (Less) represents the subgroups of employers within

the two experimental treatments who are more (less) than 32% likely to hire both men in round 1. Worker controls include

demographic characteristics presented on their resume - employment status, education, number of spoken languages, and time

zone of residence. All options within each resume characteristic are aggregated in two groups characterized by the median

worker’s characteristic from the worker experiment. Employers disregarding information are identified through the final stage

of the experiment as those who do not opt in to get information on worker performance for any worker. Standard errors are

shown in parentheses.
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Table B4: Heterogeneous effects in evaluations as mechanism with employers disregarding

information excluded - Conditional Fixed Effects Logit Regression

Rounds 4 to 6

Dependent Variable: I(Hired)

Subgroup - More Subgroup - Less

(1) (2) (3) (4)

I(Female) -0.586*** 0.219 -0.429*** -0.248**

(0.156) (0.186) (0.0945) (0.101)

I(TempAA)*I(Female) 0.355* 0.0415 0.393*** 0.413***

(0.209) (0.236) (0.133) (0.142)

Evaluation 0.0654*** 0.0576***

(0.00577) (0.00412)

N 1116 1116 2700 2700

Disregard excluded Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes - *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1; This table presents conditional fixed logit regression results from hiring decisions

where a group comprises a single round where an employer makes decisions over 4 resumes. Subgroup - More (Less) represents

the subgroups of employers within the two experimental treatments who are more (less) than 32% likely to hire both men in

round 1. Dependent variable is an indicator variable =1 when a worker is hired. Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
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Table B5: 1st and 2nd hiring results- Conditional Fixed Effects Logit Regression

Rounds 4 to 6

Dependent Variable: I(1st Hired) I(2nd Hired)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

I(Female) -0.522*** -0.513*** -0.315*** -0.219**

(0.0816) (0.0882) (0.0833) (0.0906)

I(TempAA)*I(Female) 0.299*** 0.308*** 0.204* 0.195

(0.114) (0.116) (0.118) (0.119)

N 5160 5160 3870 3870

Worker controls Yes Yes

Notes - *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1; This table presents conditional fixed logit regression results from hiring decisions

where a group comprises a single round where an employer makes decisions over 4 resumes. Dependent variable for specifications

1 and 2 is an indicator variable =1 when a worker is hired 1st and, for specifications 3 and 4 it is an indicator variable =1

when worker is hired 2nd after excluding those hired 1st. Worker controls include demographic characteristics presented on

their resume - employment status, education, number of spoken languages, and time zone of residence. All options within

each resume characteristic are aggregated in two groups characterized by the median worker’s characteristic from the worker

experiment. Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
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Appendix C Chapter 2: Full Table

Table C1: Full Classification of Papers According to Female-Sensitivity Hypothesis

Paper Topic Classification

[2] Risk preferences Men ∼ Women

[3] NA NA

[4] Other-regarding preferences NA

[6] Competition - Entry NA

[8] Risk preferences NA

[9] Negotiation - Performance Women > Men

[11] Competition - Entry Men ∼ Women

[10] Other-regarding preferences Men > Women

[12] Combination Men > Women

[14] Other-regarding preferences Men > Women

[15] Other-regarding preferences Men > Women

[13] Risk preferences NA

[16] Competition - Performance Men > Women

[19] NA Insufficient Information

[21] Competition - Performance and Entry Men > Women

[22] Competition - Entry NA

[20] Competition - Performance and Entry Men ∼ Women

[25] NA Men ∼ Women

[28] NA Men ∼ Women

[30] NA Women > Men

[29] Competition - Performance Men ∼ Women

[31] Non-promotable tasks Men ∼ Women
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Paper Topic Classification

[32] Competition - Performance and Entry Men > Women

[33] Competition - Entry NA

[35] Competition - Performance and Entry Men > Women

[34] Competition - Performance and Entry NA

[36] NA Men ∼ Women

[37] Competition - Performance and Entry Men > Women

[38] Other-regarding preferences Men ∼ Women

[40] Other-regarding preferences Insufficient Information

[349] Other-regarding preferences Women > Men

[42] Other-regarding preferences Men > Women

[43] Competition - Performance and Entry Men > Women

[44] NA Men > Women

[45] Other-regarding preferences Men ∼ Women

[48] Other-regarding preferences Women > Men

[50] Other-regarding preferences Insufficient Information

[51] NA Women > Men

[53] NA NA

[52] Discrimination Men ∼ Women

[54] Discrimination NA

[55] Other-regarding preferences Men ∼ Women

[56] Combination Men ∼ Women

[58] Discrimination Insufficient Information

[59] Competition - Performance and Entry Women > Men

[60] Risk preferences NA

[57] Risk preferences NA

[62] NA Men ∼ Women

[63] Risk preferences NA

[64] NA Men ∼ Women

[65] Other-regarding preferences Men ∼ Women
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Paper Topic Classification

[66] Combination Men ∼ Women

[67] Other-regarding preferences Men > Women

[69] Negotiation - Performance Women > Men

[71] Other-regarding preferences Men ∼ Women

[72] Other-regarding preferences Men ∼ Women

[73] NA Men ∼ Women

[76] Competition - Entry Insufficient Information

[75] Competition - Entry Men > Women

[74] Competition - Performance and Entry Men > Women

[77] Other-regarding preferences Men ∼ Women

[78] Other-regarding preferences Women > Men

[80] Competition - Performance and Entry Men ∼ Women

[81] Speaking out NA

[82] Competition - Entry NA

[87] Competition - Entry Women > Men

[84] Competition - Entry Women > Men

[83] Competition - Entry Women > Men

[85] Competition - Entry NA

[86] Competition - Performance and Entry Men ∼ Women

[88] Discrimination NA

[90] Other-regarding preferences Women > Men

[91] Competition - Performance and Entry Men ∼ Women

[89] Other-regarding preferences Women > Men

[258] NA NA

[92] Competition - Entry Men > Women

[94] Risk preferences Insufficient Information

[93] Competition - Performance and Entry NA

[95] Competition - Entry Women > Men

[98] Other-regarding preferences Men > Women
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Paper Topic Classification

[97] Discrimination NA

[96] Risk preferences Women > Men

[101] Risk preferences NA

[103] Other-regarding preferences Men ∼ Women

[100] Risk preferences Men > Women

[99] Discrimination Women > Men

[104] Other-regarding preferences Men ∼ Women

[105] Other-regarding preferences NA

[259] NA NA

[107] Combination NA

[107] NA Women > Men

[109] Other-regarding preferences Women > Men

[110] Other-regarding preferences NA

[99] Other-regarding preferences Insufficient Information

[114] Competition - Entry Men ∼ Women

[115] Competition - Performance Men ∼ Women

[116] Other-regarding preferences Women > Men

[117] Other-regarding preferences NA

[120] Other-regarding preferences Men > Women

[119] Other-regarding preferences Men ∼ Women

[122] Risk preferences Men ∼ Women

[121] NA NA

[123] Competition - Entry Women > Men

[152] Negotiation - Performance Insufficient Information

[124] Other-regarding preferences Men ∼ Women

[125] NA Women > Men

[128] Competition - Performance and Entry Men > Women

[129] Competition - Performance and Entry Men > Women

[130] Competition - Performance and Entry NA
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Paper Topic Classification

[131] Competition - Entry NA

[132] Competition - Performance Men > Women

[133] NA Men ∼ Women

[298] Speaking out Women > Men

[351] Non-promotable tasks Women > Men

[137] Competition - Performance NA

[138] Other-regarding preferences Women > Men

[141] Other-regarding preferences Men > Women

[144] Time preferences NA

[143] Negotiation - Performance Men ∼ Women

[145] Competition - Performance and Entry NA

[146] Risk preferences NA

[148] NA Men > Women

[22] Competition - Entry Men ∼ Women

[147] Combination Women > Men

[83] Competition - Entry Men > Women

[149] Risk preferences Women > Men

[151] Other-regarding preferences Men ∼ Women

[150] Other-regarding preferences NA

[156] NA Men > Women

[157] Other-regarding preferences Women > Men

[158] Other-regarding preferences NA

[159] Other-regarding preferences Men ∼ Women

[160] Risk preferences NA

[154] Risk preferences Men > Women

[161] Risk preferences NA

[155] Negotiation - Performance Men ∼ Women

[153] Negotiation - Performance Men ∼ Women

[199] NA Insufficient Information
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Paper Topic Classification

[162] Other-regarding preferences Women > Men

[163] NA NA

[164] Risk preferences Women > Men

[166] Risk preferences Men > Women

[167] Competition - Performance Men ∼ Women

[165] Other-regarding preferences NA

[168] NA Insufficient Information

[169] Negotiation - Entry Men ∼ Women

[170] NA Men ∼ Women

[171] Risk preferences NA

[173] Risk preferences Men ∼ Women

[174] Risk preferences Men > Women

[175] NA NA

[176] Competition - Performance and Entry NA

[177] Competition - Entry NA

[301] NA Men ∼ Women

[178] NA Women > Men

[179] Risk preferences NA

[180] Other-regarding preferences Men > Women

[182] NA NA

[183] NA Men ∼ Women

[184] Other-regarding preferences Men ∼ Women

[185] NA Men > Women

[186] Competition - Performance Men ∼ Women

[188] NA Men ∼ Women

[191] Competition - Performance NA

[189] Competition - Entry NA

[190] Competition - Performance NA

[192] Other-regarding preferences Women > Men
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Paper Topic Classification

[195] Competition - Entry Men ∼ Women

[194] Other-regarding preferences Men > Women

[197] Risk preferences Men ∼ Women

[198] NA Women > Men

[200] Competition - Performance Men ∼ Women

[134] Competition - Entry Men > Women

[202] Negotiation - Performance Insufficient Information

[203] Competition - Performance and Entry NA

[204] NA NA

[207] Risk preferences Men ∼ Women

[206] Risk preferences Men ∼ Women

[208] Competition - Performance and Entry Men ∼ Women

[209] Other-regarding preferences Women > Men

[210] Competition - Performance and Entry Men > Women

[211] Competition - Entry Men > Women

[212] Negotiation - Performance NA

[214] Combination NA

[215] NA Women > Men

[216] Competition - Performance and Entry Women > Men

[237] Other-regarding preferences Men ∼ Women

[246] Other-regarding preferences NA

[217] NA NA

[258] Other-regarding preferences NA

[355] NA Insufficient Information

[220] Competition - Entry Men > Women

[221] Risk preferences Men ∼ Women

[222] NA NA

[348] NA NA

[7] NA NA
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Paper Topic Classification

[223] Competition - Performance Men ∼ Women

[224] NA Women > Men

[226] NA NA

[227] Discrimination NA

[228] Competition - Entry Men > Women

[229] Risk preferences NA

[231] NA NA

[230] Risk preferences NA

[233] Competition - Entry Men > Women

[232] Other-regarding preferences Men ∼ Women

[234] Other-regarding preferences Men ∼ Women

[235] Other-regarding preferences NA

[236] Other-regarding preferences Men > Women

[238] NA Women > Men

[239] Speaking out NA

[240] Other-regarding preferences Men ∼ Women

[241] Risk preferences NA

[242] NA Men ∼ Women

[243] Other-regarding preferences NA

[244] NA NA

[245] Other-regarding preferences Women > Men

[247] Discrimination Men ∼ Women

[248] Other-regarding preferences Men ∼ Women

[249] NA Men ∼ Women

[250] NA Women > Men

[287] Other-regarding preferences Men ∼ Women

[251] Competition - Performance Men ∼ Women

[252] Risk preferences NA

[253] Negotiation - Entry Men > Women
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Paper Topic Classification

[254] Competition - Performance and Entry Women > Men

[255] Other-regarding preferences Men > Women

[260] Other-regarding preferences NA

[262] NA Men ∼ Women

[263] Other-regarding preferences Women > Men

[264] Competition - Entry Men > Women

[265] Competition - Performance and Entry Women > Men

[266] Competition - Entry Women > Men

[267] Competition - Performance Women > Men

[268] NA Men > Women

[270] Competition - Performance and Entry Men > Women

[272] Risk preferences NA

[273] Other-regarding preferences Women > Men

[274] Other-regarding preferences Men > Women

[275] NA NA

[276] NA Men ∼ Women

[277] Other-regarding preferences Women > Men

[279] Other-regarding preferences Insufficient Information

[280] Risk preferences Insufficient Information

[282] Risk preferences NA

[281] Competition - Performance and Entry NA

[283] NA Men ∼ Women

[284] NA Men ∼ Women

[285] Other-regarding preferences Men ∼ Women

[286] Competition - Performance and Entry Men > Women

[290] Competition - Performance and Entry Men ∼ Women

[291] NA Men ∼ Women

[289] Competition - Entry NA

[292] NA Women > Men
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Paper Topic Classification

[293] Other-regarding preferences NA

[294] NA Men > Women

[295] Competition - Performance NA

[296] NA Men ∼ Women

[297] NA Men ∼ Women

[135] Competition - Performance NA

[300] Other-regarding preferences Insufficient Information

[302] NA NA

[303] Other-regarding preferences Women > Men

[304] Discrimination NA

[305] NA NA

[307] NA Women > Men

[308] Competition - Performance and Entry Men > Women

[344] Other-regarding preferences Women > Men

[309] Risk preferences NA

[312] NA NA

[313] Competition - Performance and Entry NA

[310] Discrimination NA

[311] Discrimination NA

[315] Discrimination NA

[70] Negotiation - Performance Women > Men

[68] Negotiation - Entry Men ∼ Women

[316] NA NA

[317] NA NA

[319] Competition - Performance and Entry Men > Women

[320] Competition - Performance and Entry Men ∼ Women

[321] Competition - Entry Women > Men

[323] NA NA

[324] Competition - Entry Men ∼ Women
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Paper Topic Classification

[325] Risk preferences NA

[326] Risk preferences NA

[327] Discrimination NA

[328] Other-regarding preferences NA

[329] Competition - Performance Men ∼ Women

[330] Other-regarding preferences Men ∼ Women

[332] Combination Men ∼ Women

[331] Competition - Performance and Entry Men ∼ Women

[333] Discrimination NA

[334] Negotiation - Entry Men ∼ Women

[336] Other-regarding preferences Men ∼ Women

[337] Other-regarding preferences Men > Women

[338] NA Women > Men

[225] Competition - Performance Men > Women

[340] NA Men > Women

[342] Competition - Entry Insufficient Information

[341] NA Men ∼ Women

[343] Combination NA

[346] Other-regarding preferences Women > Men

[350] Competition - Performance and Entry Men > Women

[352] Other-regarding preferences NA

[353] NA Women > Men

[354] Other-regarding preferences Men > Women

[356] Competition - Performance and Entry Men > Women

[357] NA Men > Women

[359] Competition - Entry Men > Women

[361] Competition - Performance and Entry Men ∼ Women

[362] Risk preferences NA
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Paper Topic Classification

[363] Competition - Performance and Entry Men ∼ Women
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Appendix D Chapter 2: Paper Review Process

We started with a few seminal papers in experimental economics which either focus

directly on gender or have tangential but important results about gender. We started with

a forward literature review on these papers - [41], [146], [229], [104], [15], and [158].

We also did a thorough search of papers which cite CG (2009). Our search was focused on

papers published after 2009, but we also included earlier papers that either (1) were highly

cited and relevant to our question or (2) directly cited earlier versions of CG [118]. We did not

do a back search of papers from these seminal papers since we wanted to focus more on the

effect the results from CG have on the narrative of gender differences. We complemented our

literature review with Google Scholar searches using the following keywords and combinations

thereof: “gender”, “experiment”, “economics”, “gender difference”, “female”, “context”,

“social cues”.

The focus was on published papers, but we also included relevant working papers released

after 2009. The stopping rule here was when we started finding the same papers repeatedly.

The search of papers was done independently by two of the authors. We ultimately compiled

our results on a spreadsheet and removed duplicates to create a single pool of relevant papers.

D.1 Review Process

For the review, we grouped the papers based on the journals in which they were published

(top 5 vs others) and the number of citations (100+, 50+, others). We began the review

process with papers published in the top 5 journals and moved down based on the number

of citations (100+, then 50+, then all others). We reviewed all papers we compiled in the

pool and did not exclude any papers at any stage. For each paper we identified the key

question, summarized the design and listed out the main result. Next, we classified papers

based on the topic they were focusing on based on categories we created at the beginning of

the review process:
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• Competition - Entry

• Competition - Performance

• Competition - Performance and Entry

• Negotiation - Entry

• Negotiation - Performance

• Non-promotable tasks

• Speaking out

• Other-regarding preferences

• Risk preferences

• Time preferences

• Discrimination

• NA

• Combination

We delved deeper into each paper from the lenses of responsiveness to social cues or

experimental context or some combination. For this part we first determined if any element

of the question, or design, or analysis of the data can speak responsiveness by gender – a

paper was characterized as “NA” if we didn’t find any responsiveness element. We then

moved to classify the rest of the papers based on whether we find either men or women or

both to be responsive changes in experimental context, social cues or both. A paper was

classified as say Men > Women when either there was a single result in the paper pointing in

this direction or all results were pointing in the same direction. On the other hand, if there

were multiple results in the paper pointing in different directions, the paper was classified

as Men ∼ Women. A final categorization here was “Insufficient Information” which was

used when the data presented in the paper was insufficient to determine the direction of

responsiveness.

The final step of the review process was an easy determination of whether the paper cites

the CG results on gender difference in sensitivity to context and if so do they side with the

result or argue against it. And finally, we identified any paper that directly tests this CG

result. We compiled all this information in a spreadsheet and two co-authors of this paper

pre-decided these aspects and each reviewed about 50% of the pooled papers.
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The first pool of papers was compiled over the summer of 2018 and the review process

was completed over the fall semester of the same year. The pool of papers was appended in

the summer of 2021 to ensure that the pool is up to date and the review for any new papers

was completed simultaneously. While reviewing the new papers we randomly checked review

for some of the existing papers to make sure there is no gap in our understanding and no

revisions were required.
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Appendix E Chapter 2: Analysis of Data from DellaVigna and Pope (2022)

This appendix provides details about the behavioral treatments in [139] that were used

to create Figures 5 and 6 in the main text. Table C1 describes the treatments that were used

in our pairwise comparisons. The information comes from Table 1 in the original paper. The

wording on each one of the treatments differs from the original table to reflect the fact that

we do not use data from two of the conditions (no consent form and effort after the first 20

minutes) due to the absence of gender information. As such, the wording for each treatment

does not include the variations implemented on those two conditions. The main text of the

treatments refers to sessions of the typing task, while the text in square brackets refers to

sessions with the WWII coding task.

We conducted pairwise treatment comparisons within each of the five categories (piece

rates, social preferences, discounting, probability weighting, and psychological manipula-

tions). Additionally, we also conduct pairwise tests between a few treatments in different

categories. For example, we compare mean effort between treatments 2 (1-cent piece rate

now), 8 (1-cent piece rate in 2 weeks), and 9 (1-cent piece rate in 4 weeks). The complete

list of all pairwise comparisons is:

• Pairwise comparisons of treatments 1 to 5 for each of the two real-effort tasks, for a total

of 20 mean-difference tests for both men and women.

• Comparison of treatments 6 and 7 for each of the two real-effort tasks, for a total of 2

mean-difference tests for both men and women.

• Pairwise comparisons of treatments 2, 8, and 9, for each of the two real-effort tasks, for

a total of 6 mean-difference tests for both men and women.

• Comparison of treatments 10 and 11 for each of the two real-effort tasks, for a total of 2

mean-difference tests for both men and women.

• Pairwise comparisons of treatments 12 to 16 for each of the two real-effort tasks, for a

total of 20 mean-difference tests for both men and women.

• Comparison of treatments 2 and 16 for each of the two real-effort tasks, for a total of 2

mean-difference tests for both men and women.
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• Comparison of treatments 2 and 6 for each of the two real-effort tasks, for a total of 2

mean-difference tests for both men and women.

• Comparison of treatments 4 and 7 for each of the two real-effort tasks, for a total of 2

mean-difference tests for both men and women.

We thus have a total of 56 treatment comparisons for each gender. Since we are interested

in comparing men and women’s responsiveness to changes in experiment conditions.

Table E1: Treatment variations in [139]

Category Treatments

Description Code Wording

Piece rate

No piece rate 1 “Your score [The number of cards you

complete] will not affect your payment

in any way.”

1-cent piece rate 2 “As a bonus, you will be paid an extra 1

cent for every 100 points that you score

[2 cards that you complete]”

4-cent piece rate 3 “As a bonus, you will be paid an extra

4 cents for every 100 points that you

score [2 cents for every card that you

complete].”

10-cent piece

rate

4 “As a bonus, you will be paid an extra

10 cents for every 100 points that you

score [5 cents for every card that you

complete].

0.1-cent piece

rate

5 “As a bonus, you will be paid an extra

1 cent for every 1,000 points that you

score [20 cards you complete].”
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Category Treatments

Description Code Wording

Social preferences
1-cent piece rate

for Red Cross

6 “As a bonus, the Red Cross charitable

fund will be given 1 cent for every 100

points that you score [2 cards you com-

plete].”

10-cent piece

rate for Red

Cross

7 “As a bonus, the Red Cross charitable

fund will be given 10 cents for every 100

points that you score [5 cents for every

card you complete].”

Discounting
1-cent piece-rate

in two weeks

8 “As a bonus, you will be paid an ex-

tra 1 cent for every 100 points that

you score [every 2 cards you complete].

This bonus will be paid to your account

two weeks from today.”

1-cent piece-rate

in four weeks

9 “As a bonus, you will be paid an ex-

tra 1 cent for every 100 points that

you score [every 2 cards you complete].

This bonus will be paid to your account

four weeks from today.”

Probability weighting
1% chance of 1-

dollar piece rate

10 “As a bonus, you will have a 1 percent

chance of being paid an extra $1 for

every 100 points that you score [extra

50 cents for every card you complete].”

50% chance of 2-

cents piece rate

11 “As a bonus, you will have a 50 percent

chance of being paid an extra 2 cents for

every 100 points that you score [extra

1 cent for every card you complete].”
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Category Treatments

Description Code Wording

Psychological treatments

Gift exchange 12 “In appreciation to you for performing

this task, you will be paid a bonus of 40

cents. Your score will not affect your

payment in any way [The number of

cards you complete will not affect your

payment in any way].”

Social compari-

son

13 “Your score [The number of cards you

complete] will not affect your payment

in any way. In a previous version of

this task, many participants were able

to score more than 2,000 points [com-

pleted more than 70 cards].”

Ranking 14 “Your score [The number of cards you

complete] will not affect your payment

in any way. After you play, we will

show you how well you did [how many

cards you completed] relative to other

participants who have previously done

this task.”

Task significance 15 “Your score [The number of cards you

complete] will not affect your payment

in any way [, but your work is very valu-

able for us, and we would really appre-

ciate your help]. We are interested in

how fast people choose to press digits

and we would like you to do your very

best. So please try as hard [do as many]

as you can.”
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Category Treatments

Description Code Wording

Task significance

and 1-cent piece

rate

16 “We are interested in how fast people

choose to press digits and we would like

you to do your very best [Your work

is very valuable for us, and we would

really appreciate your help]. So please

try as hard [do as many cards] as you

can. As a bonus, you will be paid an

extra 1 cent for every 100 points that

you score [2 cards you complete].”
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Appendix F Chapter 3: Results Formerly in Main Text

Table F1: Results Summary

Lab V-Lab MTurk Cloud-R Prolific

Panel A: Avg Avg Avg Avg Avg

Σ-Dominated: 0.108
(0.036)

0.162
(0.043)

0.369
(0.021)

0.120
(0.014)

0.122
(0.017)

i-Dominant (DDCC): 0.324
(0.054)

0.270
(0.052)

0.159
(0.016)

0.240
(0.018)

0.260
(0.022)

Rapoport identifier (DCCC): 0.189
(0.046)

0.176
(0.045)

0.093
(0.012)

0.129
(0.014)

0.106
(0.016)

Full Cooperator (CCCC): 0.284
(0.052)

0.338
(0.055)

0.297
(0.020)

0.447
(0.021)

0.416
(0.025)

Σ-Dominant: 0.892
(0.036)

0.838
(0.043)

0.631
(0.021)

0.880
(0.014)

0.878
(0.017)

Rapoport ordered: 0.905
(0.034)

0.919
(0.032)

0.828
(0.016)

0.917
(0.012)

0.886
(0.016)

Both: 0.797
(0.047)

0.784
(0.048)

0.549
(0.021)

0.817
(0.017)

0.782
(0.021)

Panel B: ∆Frame ∆Frame ∆Frame ∆Frame ∆Frame

Σ-Dominated: −0.037
(0.073)

0.192
(0.090)

0.163
(0.044)

0.008
(0.030)

0.052
(0.037)

i-Dominant (DDCC): 0.075
(0.118)

−0.092
(0.111)

0.028
(0.034)

0.042
(0.040)

0.056
(0.048)

Rapoport identifier (DCCC): −0.033
(0.095)

0.048
(0.096)

−0.048
(0.024)

0.012
(0.031)

0.056
(0.047)

Full Cooperator (CCCC): 0.012
(0.112)

−0.192
(0.117)

−0.046
(0.041)

−0.023
(0.046)

−0.070
(0.052)

Σ-Dominant: 0.037
(0.073)

−0.192
(0.090)

−0.163
(0.044)

−0.008
(0.030)

−0.052
(0.037)

Rapoport ordered: 0.017
(0.071)

−0.065
(0.068)

0.049
(0.032)

0.025
(0.026)

−0.018
(0.035)

Both: 0.053
(0.096)

−0.235
(0.100)

−0.066
(0.045)

0.031
(0.036)

−0.040
(0.045)

Notes - Standard errors for proportions in parentheses.

Table F1 provides average outcomes across the five samples with standard errors derived

from simple tests of proportion. In Panel A we first outline the proportion of individuals
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with particular focal behaviors over the four games (pooling data across the frame), then

outline the relative effects across the re-framing in Panel B.

The first row in Panel A of Table F1 shows the rate at which individuals in the experiment

make an obvious mistake with respect to the offered incentives i.e., choose the Σ-dominated

actions. The proportion of participants choosing the σ-dominated actions is statistically

inseparable between the lab, v-lab, Cloud-R, and Prolific samples with approximately 12% of

participants make a defect choices in the last two games.1 In contrast, for the MTurk sample

this rate grows to more than one-in-three, significantly different from all other samples.2

Moreover, as we explain next, even this number is perhaps an underestimate of the fraction

of participants making choices orthogonal to the incentives.

Where panel A in Table F1 provides the overall average results by population sample

(pooling across both the C-first and D-first frames), Panel B indicates the change in the

proportion across the re-frame. The first row of Panel B shows the change in the participant

proportion exhibiting a Σ-dominated choice when we move from listing C to listing D as

the first action. Our results across the re-frame show that the lab sample moves in the

opposite direction from a first-option bias with a slight decrease in Σ-dominance when the

D action is listed first (though this is not significant, p = 0.640). The first-option bias is the

smallest for the Cloud-R sample (0.8 percentage points with p = 7894). The Prolific sample

does show a movement 5.2 percentage point movement, where 15.6 percent of choices in the

D-first sample are Σ-dominated choices. Though this difference is not significant (p = 0.160)

but if we allowed for a one-sided test there is marginal evidence for a small first-action bias

on Prolific. The largest effects though are in the V-lab and MTurk sample,s where listing

the D-action first leads to a 19.2 and 16.3 percentage points increase in the Σ-dominated

fraction respectively (p = 0.37 and p < 0.001 on a test of proportions respectively for v-lab

and MTurk ).3

In the worst-case D-first treatment 47.8 percent of the MTurk choices are Σ-dominated.

1The pairwise p-values for the test of proportions for {lab vs. v-lab, lab vs. Cloud-R, lab vs. Prolific,
v-lab vs. Cloud-R, v-lab vs. Prolific, Cloud-R vs. Prolific} are {0.3395, 0.7644, 0.735, 0.3065, 0.3465, 0.9294}
respectively.

2p < 0.001 for the pair-wise tests of proportions between MTurk and all four populations
3The bottom section of Panel B in Table F1 indicates that the re-framing has a consistent effect in

increasing the selection of D in the v-lab and MTurk samples when this action is listed first.
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Despite successfully passing the screen questions—where participants must demonstrate their

understanding of the game incentives or be kicked out—approximately one half of the MTurk

sample then make choices that indicate little awareness of the induced games. While ap-

proximately a third of this effect can be attributed to participants choosing the D action

in games Σ-DOM1 and Σ-DOM2 simply because it is the first-listed option, the result still

indicates that just under half of the sample are making choices that are orthogonal to the

offered incentives. In contrast, despite similar costs per observation on Cloud-R and Prolific,

the rates of such mistakes in these populations seems to be at most 15 percent, and we lack

statistical power to say that it is even different from the laboratory.
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Appendix G Chapter 3: CloudResearch Approved List (Cloud-R) Robustness

Sessions: Extended Response

Table G1: Experimental Games: Robustness Sample

PD1 game: PD2 game:

C D C D

C 21,21 2,28 C 19,19 8,22

D 28,2 8,8 D 22,8 9,9

PD3 game: PD4 game:

C D C D

C 14,14 5,25 C 18,18 3,27

D 25,5 13,13 D 27,3 12,12

Σ-DOM1 game: Σ-DOM2 game

C D C D

C 17,17 12,16 C 15,15 16,10

D 16,12 10,10 D 10,16 11,11

Table G2: Cloud-R Participants per treatment

Cloud-R Cloud-R-Robustness

Main 374 165

Re-frame 167

Notes - Excludes participants who did not answer the comprehension question correctly.
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Table G3: Behavior Across Cloud-R Samples: Cooperation

Game Robustness Sample p-value Original Sample

PD1 0.485
(0.039)

0.107 0.556
(0.021)

PD2 0.600
(0.038)

0.483 0.630
(0.021)

Σ-DOM1 0.964
(0.015)

0.174 0.935
(0.011)

Σ-DOM2 0.939
(0.019)

0.560 0.926
(0.011)

PD3 0.339
(0.037)

PD4 0.406
(0.038)

Notes - Standard error for the proportion in parentheses. All p values are for two-sided tests of equality between the samples.

Table G4: Subject Types Across Cloud-R Samples: Pooled Data

Type Robustness Sample p-value Original Sample

Choice Profiles in Original 4 Games:

Nash (DDCC) 0.297
(0.036)

0.143 0.24
(0.018)

Uncond Coop (CCCC) 0.400
(0.038)

0.284 0.447
(0.021)

Cond Coop (DCCC & CDCC) 0.230
(0.033)

0.286 0.192
(0.017)

Σ-dominated 0.073
(0.02)

0.087 0.12
(0.014)

Notes - Standard error for the proportion in parentheses. All p values are for two-sided tests of equality between the populations.

Choice profiles are given in order of the Rapoport ratio in the PD games (so PD1, PD2-Σ-DOM1, Σ-DOM2 in this table).
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Table G5: Additional Subject Types in Cloud-R Robustness Sample

Type Robustness Sample

Σ-dominant 0.927
(0.020)

Rapoport ordered 0.812
(0.031)

Both 0.770
(0.033)

Σ-dominant profiles:

Nash, DDDDCC 0.261
(0.034)

DDDCCC 0.121
(0.025)

DDCCCC 0.073
(0.020)

DCCCCC 0.061
(0.019)

Uncond Coop, CCCCCC 0.255
(0.034)

Non-Rapoport ordered (11 profiles) 0.158
(0.028)

Notes - Standard error for the proportion in parentheses. Choice profiles ar given in order of the Rapoport ratio in the PD

games (so PD3, PD4, PD1, PD2-Σ-DOM1, Σ-DOM2 in this table).
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Appendix H Chapter 3: Prolific Robustness Sessions: Extended Response

Table H1: Prolific Participants per treatment

Prolific Prolific-Robustness

Main 250 125

Re-frame 135

Notes - Excludes participants who did not answer the comprehension question correctly.

Table H2: Behavior Across Prolific Samples: Cooperation

Game Robustness Sample p-value Original Sample

PD1 0.488
(0.045)

0.127 0.566
(0.025)

PD2 0.584
(0.044)

0.885 0.577
(0.025)

Σ-DOM1 0.904
(0.026)

0.865 0.909
(0.015)

Σ-DOM2 0.952
(0.019)

0.623 0.94
(0.012)

PD3 0.320
(0.042)

PD4 0.328
(0.042)

Notes - Standard error for the proportion in parentheses. All p values are for two-sided tests of equality between the samples.
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Table H3: Subject Types Across Prolific Samples: Pooled Data

Type Robustness Sample p-value Original Sample

Choice Profiles in Original 4 Games:

Nash (DDCC) 0.312
(0.042)

0.255 0.260
(0.022)

Uncond Coop (CCCC) 0.352
(0.043)

0.208 0.416
(0.025)

Cond Coop (DCCC & CDCC) 0.208
(0.036)

0.897 0.203
(0.021)

Σ-dominated 0.128
(0.030)

0.862 0.122
(0.017)

Notes - Standard error for the proportion in parentheses. All p values are for two-sided tests of equality between the populations.

Choice profiles are given in order of the Rapoport ratio in the PD games (so PD1, PD2-Σ-DOM1, Σ-DOM2 in this table).

Table H4: Additional Subject Types in Prolific Robustness Sample

Type Robustness Sample

Σ-dominant 0.872
(0.030)

Rapoport ordered 0.808
(0.035)

Both 0.728
(0.040)

Σ-dominant profiles:

Nash, DDDDCC 0.272
(0.040)

DDDCCC 0.120
(0.029)

DDCCCC 0.088
(0.025)

DCCCCC 0.072
(0.023)

Uncond Coop, CCCCCC 0.176
(0.034)

Non-Rapoport ordered (11 profiles) 0.144
(0.032)

Notes - Standard error for the proportion in parentheses. Choice profiles ar given in order of the Rapoport ratio in the PD

games (so PD3, PD4, PD1, PD2-Σ-DOM1, Σ-DOM2 in this table).
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Appendix I Chapter 3: Experiments Instructions and Screenshots

I.1 Instructions for Main Lab Treatment

Your earnings in today’s experiment will depend on your decisions, the decisions of others

in the room, and on chance. Any money you make will be paid privately and in cash at the

end of the experiment. We will start with a brief description of your task today. If you have

any questions, please raise your hand and we will come to answer you in private.

Explanation of your task

There are four rounds in today’s study, each consisting of a decision table. Your task will be

to choose one option from two alternatives for each decision table. A round will end when

all participants submit their choices.

At the end of the fourth round, the computer will randomly and anonymously pair you

with another participant in the room. Next, the computer will randomly select one of your

four rounds. You will be paid for that round based on you and the matched participant’s

choices in that round. Your final earnings will then consist of payoff from this one round

and a participation fee of $6.

Every round is equally likely to be selected for payment, so you should treat each round

as if it determines your final payment. Also, there are only four decisions in this study, so

you should consider them carefully.

Description of a Decision Table

Below is an example decision table: Both you and the matched participant make choices

between Option A and Option B. The decision table indicates the payout for you and the

other participant for each possible combination of choices.

Suppose this decision table was selected for payment, then in addition to the participation

fee:

(1) if both participants choose A, they each receive $18;

(2) if you choose A and the matched participant chooses B, then you receive $6, and they

receive $15;
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Figure I1: Screenshot of decision table

(3) Vice versa if you choose B and the matched participant chooses A, then you receive $15,

and they receive $6.

(4) if both participants choose B, they each receive $10;

We will begin the study with a few questions about your understanding of the decision table

and then proceed to the first round.

I.2 Instructions for Re-framed Lab Treatment

[Introductory instructions and section with “Explanation of your task” were identical to

I ]

Description of a Decision Table

Below is an example decision table:

Figure I2: Screenshot of decision table
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Both you and the matched participant make choices between Option A and Option B.

The decision table indicates the payout for you and the other participant for each possible

combination of choices.

Suppose this decision table was selected for payment, then in addition to the participation

fee:

(1) if both participants choose A, they each receive $10;

(2) if you choose A and the matched participant chooses B, then you receive $15, and they

receive $6;

(3) Vice versa if you choose B and the matched participant chooses A, then you receive $6,

and they receive $15.

(4) if both participants choose B, they each receive $18;

We will begin the study with a few questions about your understanding of the decision table

and then proceed to the first round.
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I.3 Screenshots of the Laboratory Experiment

Following are the screenshots of the lab experiment for the main sample. The screens for

the re-framed sample were identical except that the labels of options on the decision table

reversed.

Figure I3: Screenshot of lab experiment - welcome screen

[For the re-framed sample option A corresponded to D and option B corresponded to

C. The answers to the comprehension questions changed accordingly. Participants couldn’t

move forward without answering these questions correctly.]

[Rounds 2, 3 and 4 screens were the same as round 1 with different decision tables.

For the re-framed sample option A corresponded to D and option B corresponded to C, the

screens were otherwise the same as the main sample. The four decision tables were presented

to the participants in random order.]
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Figure I4: Screenshot of lab experiment - comprehension check
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Figure I5: Screenshot of lab experiment - decision screen
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Figure I6: Screenshot of lab experiment - exit survey
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Figure I7: Screenshot of lab experiment - payment instructions

Figure I8: Screenshot of lab experiment - final payment screen

[Participants were then invited to the payment room one by one and paid in cash in

private.]
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I.4 Instructions for Online Experiment

Following are the screenshots of the online experiment for the main Prolific sample. The

screens for the MechTurk sample were the same as the Prolific sample.

Figure I9: Screenshot of online experiment - welcome and instructions
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[For the re-framed sample option A corresponded to D and option B corresponded to

C. The answers to the comprehension questions changed accordingly. Participants were

dismissed with the show-up of $1.60 for answering the comprehension question incorrectly on

Prolific ($0.50 on MechTurk). On MechTurk, participants who answered the comprehension

question correctly were offered additional $0.50.]

Figure I10: Screenshot of online experiment - decision table

[Next, the four decision tables were presented to the participants in random order. For

the re-framed sample option A corresponded to D and option B corresponded to C, the

screens were otherwise the same as the main sample.]

[Fixed fees were credited to the participants immediately upon approval of the submission

and the bonus payments were made within 24 hours of completion.]
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Figure I11: Screenshot of online experiment - decision screen
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Figure I12: Screenshot of online experiment - exit survey and instructions
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